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The Priestly Blessing ...

Numbers 6:24-26

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee: 25 The 
LORD make his face shine upon thee, and be 
gracious unto thee: 26 The LORD lift up his 

countenance upon thee, and give thee peace.”

Hebraic Translation

"Yahweh will kneel before you presenting gifts, 
and He will guard you with a hedge of protection, 
Yahweh will illuminate the wholeness of His Being 
toward you, bringing order, and He will provide 

you with love, sustenance, and friendship, 
Yahweh will lift up the wholeness of His Being and 

look upon you, and He will set in place all you 
need to be whole and complete."
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Part 1: Background And Re-Birth Of The 
Spirit

Introduction

A. Pattern
We have chosen to pattern this seminar based on the true-life experiences of the “fathers 
of our faith”.

Paul teaches us the standard that we should understand and live out – in real life – the 
Principles of the Scriptures before we can experience their spiritual empowerment.

1 Corinthians 15: 46-49 46 “But it is not the spiritual life which came first, but the physical 
and then the spiritual. 47  The first man [was] from out of earth, made of dust (earthly-
minded); the second Man [is] the Lord from out of heaven. [Gen. 2:7.]  48  Now those who 
are made of the dust are like him who was first made of the dust (earthly-minded); and as 
is [the Man] from heaven, so also [are those] who are of heaven (heavenly-minded). 49  
And just as we have borne the image [of the man] of dust, so shall we and so let us also 
bear the image [of the Man] of heaven.”

Earthly

Law of

Parallels

Heavenly

The Old Testament [particularly the Torah] lays  out the Principles of a God-centered 
lifestyle.  As we go through these various elements of covenantal relationship, we will see 
the correlations with the various elements that make up marriage.

B. Origin Of Marriage
God’s Covenantal Relationship with man is revealed in stages.  This is  most clearly seen 
in the account where God stands still with the Israelites at Mount Sinai.
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1. God supernaturally delivers His People from slavery and oppression of a 
foreign kingdom [Egypt].

Exodus 6:6 6 “Accordingly, say to the Israelites, I am the Lord, and I  will bring you out 
from under the burdens of the Egyptians, and I will free you from their bondage, and I will 
rescue you with an outstretched arm [with special and vigorous action] and by mighty acts 
of judgment.” 

This  salvation is a mirror image of our deliverance from the Kingdom of Darkness and of 
our path of re-birth and sanctification.  Note, it is God Who does the work.  Man receives 
this  deliverance by faith … we have done nothing – nor can we ever do anything – to 
deserve this.

2. God takes His People through a Mikvah [water baptism].

• Firstly, the Red Sea is a supernatural act of purification from the Kingdom of 
Darkness and,

• Secondly, is an act of obedience, as each man must “wash” himself as he stands 
before God at Mount Sinai.

Exodus 19:10 “10  And the Lord said to Moses, Go and sanctify the people [set them 
apart for God] today and tomorrow, and let them wash their clothes” 

3. God proclaims His Commitment of Love and Faithfulness – His Ketubah1 – or 
as we have come to know it, the Ten Commandments. 

Exodus 19: 5, 6 “5  Now therefore, if you will obey My voice in truth and keep My 
covenant, then you shall be My own peculiar possession and treasure from among and 
above all peoples; for all the earth is Mine. 6  And you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests, 
a holy nation [consecrated, set apart to the worship of God]. These are the words you shall 
speak to the Israelites. “
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The following verses are our and Israel’s reply … “I do”.

Exodus 19:8  “And all the people answered together, and said, All that the Lord has 
spoken we will do. And Moses reported the words of the people to the Lord.” 

This  is a mirror image of our own marriage vows with our spouse as we stand before the 
witnesses on our wedding day.

C. The Principle Of Seed
God lays out a Foundational Principle in the very beginning of His Word.

Genesis 1:11 “And God said, Let the earth put forth [tender] vegetation: plants yielding 
seed and fruit trees yielding fruit whose seed is in itself, each according to its kind, upon 
the earth. And it was so.” 

In this verse we find the following three concepts:

• Every living thing comes forth from a seed.
• Every living thing will produce fruit after its own kind.
• Every fruit will contain a seed to reproduce itself.

When Adam and Eve fell … sin caused them to “lose” the “seed” of everlasting life.

We therefore see that there are two seeds and two kingdoms.
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Which seed are you cultivating? 



When we accept Y’shua 2 [Jesus] as Savior, and re-enter the Kingdom of God … the Seed 
of Life is planted within us.
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2 We prefer to use the Messiah’s original Hebrew Name rather than His English transliterated Greek 
Name “Jesus”, but do not view the name of Jesus to be in any way pagan or honoring of idols.  His 
Name in Greek, Iesos, from which the English name Jesus comes, was written over His Head when 
He died [John 19:20].  Since Y’shua the Messiah has been given the Name that is above every 
name, and His Name is the only name through which we can be saved, it is not necessary to know 
how to pronounce the Name of the Father, YHWH.  Y’shua came to reveal the Name of the Father, 
that is, to reveal Who He Is.  But He never told us anywhere how to pronounce the actual Name 
YHWH.



This  Seed Principle has some important ramifications  in the life of a believer in Messiah 
Y’shua [Jesus].

In many cases, we “lead” someone to Messiah and then “leave” the path of change, 
restitution, and restoration – in essence, discipleship – up to the individual, the “baby” 
Christian.

The input on a weekly basis at a home or cell group, or the services  at a church on 
Sundays does little to set the standard of a God-ordained journey.

Paul, in Galatians, explains how you and I can determine whether our “Tree” is growing 
and maturing, and is truly filled with the Seed of Life.

Our “Tree” will produce Fruit … the Fruit of the Spirit!

We will never be perfect – there will be tares amongst the wheat – but that’s  not the point.  
The issue is whether we are building on the Foundation of the Tree of Life or not.

D. Re-Birth Of The Spirit
Who am I?

I am a spirit … who has a soul … that lives in a body!

1 Thessalonians 5:23 “23 And may the God of peace Himself sanctify you through and 
through [separate you from profane things, make you pure and wholly consecrated to 
God]; and may your spirit and soul and body be preserved sound and complete [and 
found] blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ (the Messiah).”
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God’s Order, according to this Scripture, is: 

• First the spirit, 
• Then the soul, 
• And then the body.

We need to understand a few terms:

• God-Consciousness
o The part of my being that has awareness to God and the spiritual realm.

• Self-Consciousness
o The part of my being that is made up of my mind, will, and emotions.

• World-Consciousness
o The part of my being that understands the world or environment around me 

through my senses.

When Adam and Eve sinned … their spirits died.

Genesis 2:17  “In the day you eat of it you shall surely die.”

Their disobedience had some dire consequences …

Romans 8:13 “For if you live according to [the dictates of] the flesh, you will surely die. But 
if through the power of the [Holy] Spirit you are [habitually] putting to death the [evil] 
deeds prompted by the body, you shall live forever.”

What’s the answer to our problem?  You must be born again!

Ephesians 2:4-6 “But God—so rich is He in His mercy! Because of … the great and 
wonderful and intense love with which He loved us, even when we were dead by [our own] 
shortcomings and trespasses, He made us alive together in fellowship and in union 
with Christ; it is by grace that you are saved and He raised us up together with Him 
and made us sit down together in the heavenly sphere [by virtue of our being] in 
Christ Jesus …”

John 3:3  “3 Jesus answered him, I assure you, most solemnly I  tell you, that unless a 
person is born again (anew, from above), he cannot ever see (know, be acquainted with, 
and experience) the kingdom of God.”

Ezekiel 36:26-27  “26 A new heart will I  give you and a new spirit will I  put within you, and 
I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh and give you a heart of flesh.”
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The Body …

Romans 7:22-23 “For I endorse and delight in the Law of God in my inmost self [with my 
new nature].  But I discern in my bodily members [in the sensitive appetites and wills of 
the flesh] a different law (rule of action) at war against the law of my mind (my reason) and 
making me a prisoner to the law of sin that dwells in my bodily organs [in the sensitive 
appetites and wills of the flesh].”

The body is  guided by the five senses.  The power of sin offers temptation through these 
senses of the body.

• Touch
• Taste
• See
• Hear
• Smell

It is in these areas that you have to guard your spiritman.

Romans 7:23 “But I  discern in my bodily members [in the sensitive appetites and wills of 
the flesh] a different law (rule of action) at war against the law of my mind (my reason) and 
making me a prisoner to the law of sin that dwells in my bodily organs [in the sensitive 
appetites and wills of the flesh].”

Romans 12:1 “1 I APPEAL to you therefore, brethren, and beg of you in view of [all] the 
mercies of God, to make a decisive dedication of your bodies [presenting all your 
members and faculties] as a living sacrifice, holy (devoted, consecrated) and well 
pleasing to God, which is your reasonable (rational, intelligent) service and spiritual 
worship.”
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The Soul …

Remember, the soul contains the mind, will, and emotions.  We will see that these three 
areas also contain various subsections.

• The Mind3

o Intelligence
o Intuition
o Reason
o Logic

Romans 12:2 “And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the 
renewing of your mind, that you may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect 
will of God.”

• The Will
o Man’s ability to choose.  Remember, this ability of choice is always in one’s 

own hands.
• The Emotions

o Sadness
o Anger
o Rage
o Love
o Joy
o Anxiety
o Pressure
o Greed
o And many more …

The emotions are directly tied to the mind.  What the mind thinks  … the emotions will feel!  
Emotions reveal the heart.  However, emotions do not reveal a person’s identity!

Our identity is in Y’shua Messiah [Jesus]!

2 Corinthians 5:17 “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old things 
have passed away; behold, all things have become new.”

When we come to Y’shua [Jesus], and are born again … what has become new?

13
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It is  only the spirit that has become new because it has been reconnected again with our 
Creator.  We have been translated out of the kingdom of death into the Kingdom of Life in 
Messiah Y’shua [Jesus].  We are under new “Management” and under a new Law of Life.  
Now we have the power and authority to deal with the bondages and hurts in our lives.

John 17:15-17 “15 I do not ask that You will take them out of the world, but that You will 
keep and protect them from the evil one.  16 They are not of the world (worldly, 
belonging to the world), [just] as I am not of the world.  17 Sanctify them [purify, 
consecrate, separate them for Yourself, make them holy] by the Truth; Your Word is 
Truth.”

Emotions cannot give us  directions or answer why we feel a certain way.  The Word of 
God is the only path to all Truth … not our emotions.

The differences between the spirit and the soul …

• The spirit has a mind, will, and emotions.
• The soul has mind, will, and emotions.
• The body has a brain that must grow for the soul to express itself.
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Part 2: Abraham’s Foundation For The 
Marriage

Abraham becomes the father of our faith as he steps out on a journey to walk wherever 
God leads him.  On that path, we find some vital lessons and principles to live by.

Remember, we are in a Covenantal “Marriage” with God.  Every principle is therefore also 
to be reflected in a physical marriage between a man and his wife.

1. The Lifestyle Of Obedience – The SH’MA Principle.

God is a Father … as such He knows what’s best for us.  He sets out how we should live, 
behave, react, and so forth.

If we allow God …

• To direct our path by yielding to His Will,
• To change our ways of reacting from the inside out [a renewed mind and a heart of 

flesh],
• To speak to us at every junction on our walk before we make a choice, by 

surrendering to His Ways,

… then, He will bless us.  
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If we don’t walk in His  Ways, then He will let the consequences of our choices overtake us 
… and if we persist in going on our own path, then He will “judge” our works, as every 
earthly father also does.

The path of obedience – sh’ma – is one where we start to walk in earnest.  This is what the 
Church so easily calls “WWJD” today.

We need to understand that God’s Way of dealing with circumstances is often difficult to 
the way we would often react.

Sh’ma – often translated “hear” – really means that we must put God’s  Word, His Will, and 
His Presence into our hearts, minds, and emotions … and learn to allow God to determine 
our way forward.

In this process, we as  clay can truly say that we are taking on the form of a vessel that 
God can use.

This  sh’ma process gets  raised to a new level when we start to realize that within the 
bounds of marriage, God sees one vessel.  We therefore have to connect so firmly and 
closely together that to all intent and purposes, those who view this union from the outside, 
will see two people whose flow together forms one vessel.

Marriage is a covenantal commitment between two people.  Both halves must be prepared 
to walk daily:

• In submission to God, and,
• In submission to each other.
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Every turn and crossroad requires a process of submitting the decision to God to 
“hear” [sh’ma] where you should go!

Every reaction to circumstances, issues, and moments of conflict need a heart that:

• Will react and respond in the way that the Father wants us to, and,
• Will reveal the heart of a Loving Father.
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Questions

1. Did you begin your marriage with the commitment to:1. Did you begin your marriage with the commitment to:1. Did you begin your marriage with the commitment to:

• Submit all decisions to God? Yes No

• Submit all decisions to each 
other?

Yes No

2. Have you submitted all areas of your life to this process:2. Have you submitted all areas of your life to this process:2. Have you submitted all areas of your life to this process:

• Spiritually Yes No

• Physically Yes No

• Work Yes No

• Sports Yes No

• And so forth? Yes No

3. In which areas of your life have you retained control of certain aspects?
 
3. In which areas of your life have you retained control of certain aspects?
 
3. In which areas of your life have you retained control of certain aspects?
 

Share answers and discuss …
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2. The Covenant [B’rit] Centered Lifestyle
At Mount Sinai God sets out the framework of a marriage proposal:

• There are conditions and terms.

Exodus 19:5 “5  Now therefore, if you will obey My voice in truth and keep My covenant, 
then you shall be My own peculiar possession and treasure from among and above all 
peoples;”

We need to “obey”.  This speaks of commitment under all circumstances.

• There is a lifestyle response.

Exodus 19: 5 “… for all the earth is Mine.  6  And you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests, 
a holy nation [consecrated, set apart to the worship of God]. These are the words you shall 
speak to the Israelites. 

We need to reveal God’s Attributes in a “separated” life.

• There are responsibilities.

Exodus 20: 1-17 “THEN GOD spoke all these words: 2  I am the Lord your God, Who has 
brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.  3  You shall have no 
other gods before or besides Me.  4  You shall not make yourself any graven image [to 
worship it] or any likeness of anything that is in the heavens above, or that is in the earth 
beneath, or that is in the water under the earth;”
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“5  You shall not bow down yourself to them or serve them; for I the Lord your God am a 
jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third and fourth 
generation of those who hate Me, [Isa. 42:8; 48:11.]  6  But showing mercy and steadfast 
love to a thousand generations of those who love Me and keep My commandments.  7  
You shall not use or repeat the name of the Lord your God in vain [that is, lightly or 
frivolously, in false affirmations or profanely]; for the Lord will not hold him guiltless who 
takes His name in vain.  8  [Earnestly] remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy 
(withdrawn from common employment and dedicated to God).  9  Six days you shall labor 
and do all your work, 10  But the seventh day is a Sabbath to the Lord your God; in it you 
shall not do any work, you, or your son, your daughter, your manservant, your 
maidservant, your domestic animals, or the sojourner within your gates.  11  For in six 
days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested 
the seventh day. That is why the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it [set it apart 
for His purposes].  12  Regard (treat with honor, due obedience, and courtesy) your father 
and mother, that your days may be long in the land the Lord your God gives you.  13  You 
shall not commit murder.  14  You shall not commit adultery.  15  You shall not steal.  16  
You shall not witness falsely against your neighbor.  17  You shall not covet your 
neighbor’s house, your neighbor’s wife, or his manservant, or his maidservant, or his ox, or 
his donkey, or anything that is your neighbor’s.”

These are not conditions or “laws” that are hard to keep if you live in the Spirit.  They are a 
set of proclamations which reflect a standard of righteousness, and one’s marriage will 
reflect God’s Character if we reveal God to the pagan world in this manner.

• There are privileges and benefits.

God blesses us …
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Numbers 6:24-27 “24  The Lord bless you and watch, guard, and keep you; 25  The Lord 
make His face to shine upon and enlighten you and be gracious (kind, merciful, and giving 
favor) to you; 26  The Lord lift up His [approving] countenance upon you and give you 
peace (tranquility of heart and life continually). 27  And they shall put My name upon the 
Israelites, and I will bless them.”

The most valued element of this Covenant is the fact that:

God is the Stronger Partner who makes all the promises, and will be the One Who will pull 
us through all circumstances.  His Faithfulness has been shown through the centuries.

The marriage between a man and wife is also a covenantal promise.  Most importantly, 
marriage is designed to be revealed to the world by our lifestyle, and not as many think, 
only something to be seen behind closed doors.

The husband “represents” Y’shua.

The wife “represents” the Bride of Messiah.

Ephesians 5:22–24 “22  Wives, be subject (be submissive and adapt yourselves) to your 
own husbands as [a service] to the Lord.  23  For the husband is head of the wife as Christ 
is the Head of the church, Himself the Savior of [His] body.  24  As the church is subject to 
Christ, so let wives also be subject in everything to their husbands.”
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The man represents the “stronger” partner … and therefore has to look, act, and speak as 
God would.

We each have to make a full commitment to the covenant.  We both have to live and 
reflect the Godly attributes of His Character.

A. Most importantly, we have to reveal the “Oneness” of God. 

By that, we mean that we need to see the fullness of Adam and the fullness of Eve brought 
together to form the fullness of the One New Man.

B. Secondly, we must reveal a “separate” and “special treasure”.

We understand this  to mean that we have agreed to have our marriage “stand apart” – not 
to look like – those in the world’s system.

C. Thirdly, we agree to reveal our marriage as a measure of a “kingdom of 
priests”.

We are setting out to proclaim a standard holiness.  We will be driving down a path that 
calls a distinction between what is:

• Holy … and unholy.
• Clean … and unclean.
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D. Fourthly, we will reveal the marriage as a “holy nation”.

As each married couple unite with other marriages  of like-mindedness, of God-centered 
couples … then we will be building the Bride of Messiah.

Exodus 19:5, 6 “5  Now therefore, if you will obey My voice in truth and keep My 
covenant, then you shall be My own peculiar possession and treasure from among and 
above all peoples; for all the earth is Mine.  6  And you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests, 
a holy nation [consecrated, set apart to the worship of God]. These are the words you shall 
speak to the Israelites.”
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Questions

1. Have you made a 100% commitment to this marriage irrespective of what 
you receive back from it or not?
1. Have you made a 100% commitment to this marriage irrespective of what 
you receive back from it or not?
1. Have you made a 100% commitment to this marriage irrespective of what 
you receive back from it or not?

Yes No

2. What are the reasons and feeling that you experience when you recognize 
that your commitment is conditional?
2. What are the reasons and feeling that you experience when you recognize 
that your commitment is conditional?
2. What are the reasons and feeling that you experience when you recognize 
that your commitment is conditional?

3. Are specific areas of your life excluded from the commitment?  Which 
areas?
3. Are specific areas of your life excluded from the commitment?  Which 
areas?
3. Are specific areas of your life excluded from the commitment?  Which 
areas?

4. Does your marriage reflect a standard of being “set apart” and being 
different from the rest of the world?
4. Does your marriage reflect a standard of being “set apart” and being 
different from the rest of the world?
4. Does your marriage reflect a standard of being “set apart” and being 
different from the rest of the world?

Yes No

5. Would you say that your marriage reflects a point of view where the unholy 
has been separated from the holy?
5. Would you say that your marriage reflects a point of view where the unholy 
has been separated from the holy?
5. Would you say that your marriage reflects a point of view where the unholy 
has been separated from the holy?

Yes No

6. Which areas are unholy and why?
 
6. Which areas are unholy and why?
 
6. Which areas are unholy and why?
 

Share answers and discuss …
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3. The “Relying On God” Learning Method – The School Of 
Experience

God does not reveal Himself totally nor every detail of how Abraham should live in one 
instant.

Although our “adoption” as one of His sons takes place in an instant, we learn to know and 
understand God’s Ways through a process of time and God’s Interaction in our lives.

We see that Abraham has many God-Encounters, many trials  and tribulations, and makes 
his own decisions in respect of promises [Ishmael], and comes to better understand God 
and his own personal destiny over time.

One of the attributes of the modern day world is that:

• We can do everything faster than before,
• We can build mega structures,
• We can, we can, we can …

Another of the values that the worldly system gives us, is the Greco-Roman model of:

• The strongest “gladiator” wins,
• The prize is only for those who are at the top of the organization, business, army, 

and so forth.
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From this type of value system we move so easily into a place where:

• I feel guilt,
• I feel useless and less valued if I am not as “successful” as someone else.

The Torah and Word of God teach us something else completely.  Abraham willingly, in 
freedom of choice, follows God wholeheartedly.  To all intent and purposes, he sh’ma’s 
God’s Word almost all the time.  He knows that he has “heard” God’s Promise clearly …

And yet …

He arrives in the Promised Land and finds a time of famine!

He walks years in the promise of having a “son of promise”, and finds a place of 
barrenness in his spouse Sarah.

We need a God-Perspective for those types of events.
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Abraham was not a failure.  God was using the circumstances to change the physical 
dimensions in the Land.  Only when all elements of God’s Plan were in alignment, did the 
promises come to realization.

In that process Abraham learns that:

• God is Good!
• God is always Faithful towards His Covenantal Partners!

Marriage follows the same pattern.  We can have the most wonderful of courtships, 
wedding day, and honeymoon …

But,

We will face trials and tribulations, encounters, pressures, and the consequences of our 
choices.  It is within that process – where the tire hits  the road – that we must learn to 
reveal a Godly lifestyle and character to each other.

• That we will always be doing things in such a way as to ensure the best result for 
our partners.  

Along these lines, we must also learn to accept those deeds or actions – those that may 
rub and annoy us – done in “good faith” without intent to harm.  We must look for the 
good in each other.

• That reveals our faithfulness to each other … irrespective of the circumstances 
that we face.
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Questions

1. Do you accept that decisions made, actions taken in a time of stress, and/
or under difficult circumstances were made in good faith not to harm you?
1. Do you accept that decisions made, actions taken in a time of stress, and/
or under difficult circumstances were made in good faith not to harm you?
1. Do you accept that decisions made, actions taken in a time of stress, and/
or under difficult circumstances were made in good faith not to harm you?

Yes No

2. If not, when and how did this happen?2. If not, when and how did this happen?2. If not, when and how did this happen?

Share answers and discuss …
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4. The Legacy Principle
God calls  Abraham and Sarah to walk on a journey following His Ways.  As they begin to 
be more faithful to this lifestyle of obedience – to His Commandments – God reveals His 
Blessing and End-Time Purpose to Abraham through the cutting of a Covenant.

Included here, we find the Principle of Legacy.  There will be a son of Promise who will 
serve and honor God, and who will be blessed to produce large numbers of descendants.

Everything that God does with Abraham and Sarah therefore includes the Legacy 
Principle, namely that we must:

Pass this Righteous Way of Life on by the way we:

• Teach,
• Role-model God’s Character,
• And make sure that the “seed” remains pure and holy.

Every seed – those in the physical as biological children, but also in the spiritual who 
follow the lifestyle role-modeled – must be holy and set apart.

The marriage, too, is not put into place for man and wife only … but has the potential of 
legacy – the End-Time purpose is to reveal generational blessing.

The focus on the “seed” of a marriage appears to draw attention away from the marriage, 
but it needs to be considered, as it is a plumb line to reveal your worldview of the 
marriage.
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Questions

1. Does your life role-model the attributes of an End-Time purpose … or are 
you focused on the “things” of this world and man-made accessories? 
1. Does your life role-model the attributes of an End-Time purpose … or are 
you focused on the “things” of this world and man-made accessories? 
1. Does your life role-model the attributes of an End-Time purpose … or are 
you focused on the “things” of this world and man-made accessories? 

Yes No

2. Do you bless, empower, and lift up the hands of those who would choose to 
follow you?
2. Do you bless, empower, and lift up the hands of those who would choose to 
follow you?
2. Do you bless, empower, and lift up the hands of those who would choose to 
follow you?

Yes No

3. Do you have an expectation that your children will surpass you in your 
lifetime?
3. Do you have an expectation that your children will surpass you in your 
lifetime?
3. Do you have an expectation that your children will surpass you in your 
lifetime?

Yes No

Share answers and discuss …
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5. The Ten Commandments Show You How To Love Your Spouse 4

The Jewish wedding ceremony and the Sinai experience …

Jews realized that there is a parallel between what happened on Mount Sinai, with the 
giving of the Ten Commandments, and what happens when a man and woman vow to 
share the rest of their lives together.

The wedding canopy – the awning spread over the bride and groom known as the 
chuppah – symbolizes the way in which Mount Sinai loomed protectively over the Jewish 
people.  The parents of the bride escort her to the wedding canopy, just as Moses led the 
Jews to Sinai, acting like a chaperone.
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• Primacy
Exodus 20:2 “2  I am the Lord your God, Who has brought you out of the land of Egypt, 
out of the house of bondage.”

We want our spouse to confirm our sense of uniqueness, to be accorded primacy, to be 
treated as “Number One”.  This is one of the deepest human desires.

The First Commandment is the only one that commands … NOTHING!

“I am the Lord your God” … God is teaching us the first rule of a new relationship.  Once 
primacy is given, love and respect follow naturally.  Make primacy a priority!

 Giving Yourself

“I am the Lord your God” indicates His Closeness to us … He is ours, He belongs to us.

Make yourself hers or his  by placing your spouse before all other commitments!  No gift 
can take your place!

 Spend Time Together

Deep inside, we all hope that we are unique, irreplaceable.  Feeling special is  an essential 
part of our survival instinct. 

Your spouse must confirm that you are unique.  You NEED appreciation and to be told that 
you are cherished.
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 Being The One And Only

Men and women constantly remind one another of this.  They have chosen to be together.  
It makes any loss of personal freedom and the challenges and worries of married life 
worthwhile.

 Respect

Your respect for another person is to let them speak and to listen to what they have to say.  

 Coming Out Of Egypt

You need healing after coming out of Egypt.  You have to achieve proper closure on your 
past life, so that you can move forward without being trapped in tombs of death.

Coming out of Egypt is a metaphor for separating yourself from your old ways  of life, 
destroying the old idols and false beliefs – your old independent life which you had 
previously entertained.

 The Joy Of Married Life

Life is painful and lonely for us  all at times.  By bringing joy and laughter to your marriage 
makes your spouse feel special and unique.
 

 Boredom

If you are bored with your spouse then you are breaking the first commandment. 

You need to discover the soul of your spouse.  Your spouse needs to be your soul mate 
and not merely “a partner”.  If we open our hearts  and show our more spiritual dimension, 
we will reveal to them that which is infinitely interesting and provides endless opportunity 
for exploration.

 Don’t Try To Change People

God has primacy over all Creation.  He is the Master and Judge of the earth.  Do not seek 
to be a judge!

When Adam was first created, the Bible says that he was lonely.  But why … when he was 
surrounded by millions of angels?

They never needed him.

Eve was someone who needed human warmth just like him, who needed encouragement 
and guidance, just like him.  In his capacity to give, Adam found meaning and purpose in 
his life.
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• Exclusivity
Exodus 20:3-5 “3  You shall have no other gods before or besides Me.  4  You shall not 
make yourself any graven image [to worship it] or any likeness of anything that is in the 
heavens above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; 5  
You shall not bow down yourself to them or serve them; for I the Lord your God am a 
jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third and fourth 
generation of those who hate Me, [Isa. 42:8; 48:11.]”

Immature love says, “I love you because I need you”.  Mature love says, “I need you 
because I love you”.

God demands to be worshipped exclusively.  Marriage involves simultaneously choosing 
someone exclusively … and giving up all others.

Your spouse should never be made to feel that he/she won some sort of contest.  You 
probably had intense feelings about most of your former boyfriends/girlfriends at some 
point in time.  If you raise the memory of your former partners, you reveal that they still 
occupy your thoughts.

Don’t involve old lovers in your new life with you spouse.

Make your spouse feel that they are the one and only person.

The essence of romance is that you actually give something up for someone you love.  
You show your spouse that they make you so happy you don’t need anyone else.
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 Beware Of Image-Makers

Man is attracted to graven images. Instead of getting to know and love someone’s true 
character, we fall for their “image”, their personality, glamour and excitement, a beautiful 
face, or money, or for the status of their profession, and so forth.

Idolaters are never impressive.  A woman who loves flattery and sets out to attract you to 
her beauty will ultimately resent being treated as an object of lust.  It is degrading to her 
because it denies the richness of her personality.  

Neither the idols nor the worshippers give anything of any value at all.

 The Perils Of Self-Worship

“You shall not make yourself a graven image …”

We must be careful not to turn ourselves into an idol in any form of self-worship.  Self-love 
creates barriers in any relationship.

The egotist has no room for anyone else and is  incapable of appreciating love.  Everything 
he gets is taken for granted.  Or, only her opinions are valid, only she has  good taste, it’s 
her way or no way at all!

Learn to eradicate all traces of arrogance, ego and your desire to be emotionally 
independent.

What is  remarkable about the revelation at Sinai is that God chose to enter into this 
Covenant with the Jews in the first place.

He has taught us that not only is it necessary for Him to choose us – His Divinity has to be 
affirmed, made complete, by us choosing Him.

If you are prepared to be vulnerable, it will lead to intimacy, and there is nothing more 
rewarding.

 The Role Of Jealousy In Marriage

It may seem odd that God refers to Himself as “jealous”.  But, the Hebrew word for 
jealousy, keen’a, is related to the word for nest or abode, ken.

The concept of justifiable jealousy is based on the idea that we have every right to claim 
those things that are “our” nest as our own and we will not share these with anybody else.

Without jealousy there can be no exclusivity.  One of the best ways  to gauge whether or 
not you are in love with someone is  to see whether you are jealous when other people 
show interest in them.

 Be Patient – Relationship Takes Time To Grow!
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 Confront Your Problems

In your relationship, you must learn to deal with things directly and always ensure good, 
open lines of communication.

Those people that constantly give in, in order not to have to confront an issue, end up 
either exploding with rage, or withering on the inside, with little left to offer.

A fear of confrontation results from low self-esteem.  When you avoid it, you are really 
saying that you feel you have no right to raise the issue.

However, be sure to choose the right time and place to bring up difficult issues.
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• Confidence
Exodus 20:7 “7  You shall not use or repeat the name of the Lord your God in vain [that is, 
lightly or frivolously, in false affirmations or profanely]; for the Lord will not hold him 
guiltless who takes His name in vain.”

The use of profanity and swearing is offensive not only because it is blasphemous, but 
because it is harmful to our relationships.

But … the Third Commandment is about much more than just not swearing.

 Be As Good As Your Word

The Third Commandment is not really about making false commitments  that we do not 
intend to fulfill.  God commands us not to use His Name in vain for promises that we never 
intend to keep.  In other words, it’s a Commandment about integrity and confidence.

Do not promise to do something that is clearly beyond you to perform.
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 Do Not “Stretch The Truth”

Do not make exaggerated claims about yourself and your prowess.

Sooner or later the truth will out, and you will be more diminished for having lied than for 
not being the great success you claimed.  You will have betrayed your lack of self-
confidence, your own deep dissatisfaction with yourself and your achievements.  

You only lie because you lack pride and confidence in yourself.

 Be Yourself

God is telling us to be confident.  Be yourself in a relationship.  Don’t dress up your words.

 Where Do I Get Confidence?

If the key to a successful marriage is confidence, where does it come from?

Our most precious gift from God is our individuality, and that is where our confidence 
comes from.  Develop it.

By far the most interesting people to be with are those whose personalities  offer surprises, 
because they don’t just repeat everything they’ve absorbed from popular culture.  They 
think for themselves and come out with their own unique ideas.

Confidence doesn’t come from feeling we are the best, but from knowing we are unique.

In this Third Commandment, God tells the Jews that they are not to abuse the beautiful gift 
of human speech.  Communication, talking to one another, is the life-blood of a 
relationship, and it is imperative that we use it well.  Don’t skimp the homework!

 Swearing By Something

Why do we need to add to our everyday conversation?  Are we so insecure that we have 
to strengthen our words with bold claims?

Let your yes be yes, and your no be no.

 Courtesy Counts

Avoiding foul language is a basic exercise in good manners.

 No Tittle-Tattle

Remember this Third Commandment, of not taking the Lord’s Name in vain, that also 
means not taking anybody’s name in vain.  It’s a prohibition against what we call gossip.

We quickly tire of anything in life that is overly exposed.  A secret shared with too many 
people loses its special quality. 
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God’s Name is holy because He is hidden beyond our grasp.  A relationship closes  off two 
people into a world of their own.  Keep it that way.  Treat your spouse as a private 
experience, something sacred.

Let the relationship retain its mystery.

 Never, Ever Lie

Lying to someone is the worst thing you can do, worse even than violent anger.

But when someone lies, every aspect of the relationship becomes suspect. 

Lies bring doubt … “Why should I believe your claim that you love me?  How can I believe 
that you are sorry?”

There is nothing worse than a liar because he/she undermines the trust and confidence 
that has to be the basis of any relationship.  Without trust to bring you together you remain 
two strangers.

 Keep God – Not Yourself – In Mind

The Hebrew word for “take” – such as in “You shall not take the Lord’s Name in vain” – is 
ti-ssa.

An alternative definition of this  is “to carry”.  The essence of taking God’s Name in vain is 
to pretend to be more correct, more righteous, and more holy than other people … more 
righteous and holy than we really are.  So be real with your spouse.

 And Don’t Keep Looking For A Fight

Self-righteousness has been the death of many a relationship.  This almost always  comes 
to light when there is disagreement.

You are in a relationship with someone who has had different experiences from you, and 
who can make a valuable contribution to your thinking.

They will bring you new ideas and ways of looking at things.  Don’t squash their 
individuality.

 Believe In Yourself

While you should be aware of your need for human love and appreciation, you should also 
remain assured that you are a valuable person, with a great deal to contribute to your 
marriage, and to the planet at large.
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• Sacred Moments … The Gift Of Time
Exodus 20:8-11 “8  [Earnestly] remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy (withdrawn 
from common employment and dedicated to God).  9  Six days you shall labor and do all 
your work,  10  But the seventh day is a Sabbath to the Lord your God; in it you shall not 
do any work, you, or your son, your daughter, your manservant, your maidservant, your 
domestic animals, or the sojourner within your gates.  11  For in six days the Lord made 
the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested the seventh day. 
That is why the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it [set it apart for His 
purposes].”

The first Three Commandments are about our relationship with God, and the last six are 
concerned with our social behavior … how we treat each other.

This  Fourth Commandment about keeping the Shabbat, is  like a bridge between the first 
part and second part.  It is about both our relationship with God and with other people.

The Sabbath Commandment teaches us to turn our meetings into sacred moments.  

Maintaining a loving relationship in these difficult times is never easy.  You have so many 
commitments to cope with. 

The answer is that you must create special moments.  To win over the heart of the man or 
woman of your dreams, give them precedence over all the urgent things.
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 What Is Urgent And What Is Important?

We usually let the urgent things rule our lives at the expense of the important things. To 
combat this, God in His infinite Wisdom gave us the Sabbath.  What is the Sabbath?  In 
short, it is a twenty-four hour period in which there is nothing urgent!

One day of the week where there is simply NOTHING to be done –  in which the important 
things come before the urgent things. 

 Having The Time Of Your Life

The greatest thing you can give is  the gift of your precious time – the time of your life.  God 
teaches us that the essence of a relationship is not what we do for each other, but how 
much of ourselves we give.  

 Quantity vs. Quality

The Sabbath teaches us that we should devote at least one-seventh of our lives to the 
truly important issues. 

 The Sabbath Calls For Reappraisal Of Values

The Sabbath teaches  us that the human heart and soul are far more valuable than 
material wealth.

 Living In The Moment

So much of our professional life involves careful consideration of our past and our future.  
In contrast, Shabbat teaches us to focus on the present.  It provides a 24-hour period in 
which to live ONLY in the moment, to enjoy simple, immediate pleasures like good 
company, good food and wine, and the chance for private contemplation.

 The Virtue Of Patience

This  Commandment teaches us the virtue of patience.  Nowadays, we expect progress, 
achieve results and are profoundly impatient.  Shabbat forces us to look around rather 
than ahead, and to appreciate what we have rather than get anxious  about what we hope 
to receive in the future.

 The Joy Imperative

Nothing is allowed to interfere with that joy and we are to banish from our minds  all 
material concerns, worries, and all sad and mournful thoughts.
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 Building The Relationship … Not Your Spouse

Shabbat teaches us to let the time pass, to sit calmly and passively and enjoy the 
experience.  Show each other you accept them for who they are, rather than attempting to 
refashion them. The Sabbath is God’s  opportunity to rest from Creation, in order to return 
to it refreshed, with a sense of opportunity and hope.  Let nothing spoil the enjoyment of 
your time together. Use time to discuss important matters and deepen your relationship.

The greatest gift you can give each other is the gift of your attention and your time – in 
other words, the gift of yourself.

 And Last But Not Least … Sex!

Judaism considers the Sabbath an especially favorable time for married couples to make 
love. With the heightened spirituality, and the calm and relaxation, which the Shabbat 
ushers in, man and wife can reach new heights of intimacy in their physical contact.  After 
making a special occasion for your spouse, feel free to finish it off with unhurried, leisurely 
lovemaking that will strengthen your bond and make you look forward to your next “date”.
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• Gratitude
Exodus 20:12 “12  Regard (treat with honor, due obedience, and courtesy) your father 
and mother, that your days may be long in the land the Lord your God gives you.”

God commands us to honor our parents.  It is  through our parents that He gave us life.  It 
is  a debt that we can never repay or reciprocate.  It is enough, but also absolutely 
necessary, that we show them gratitude and respect for the rest of our lives.

The Fifth Commandment does not tell us to love our parents – it commands us to honor 
them.  Unlike love, feelings of honor, respect and gratitude do not come naturally to us.

 The Power Of Forgiveness

One of the problems with honoring our parents is  that often we feel great resentment 
towards them because of the way we think they erroneously raised us.

God is  commanding us to honor our parents, precisely because of their imperfections.  If 
our parents were perfect models of loving kindness, then the sacrifices they make for us 
wouldn’t be any big deal. It would be expected. How you get along with your parents  will 
determine how you will get along with your spouse.
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Honoring your parents is a sign of our gratitude to them for creating us and raising us, 
bringing us to life and, as such, represents God, the Almighty Creator and Sustainer of the 
world.

The Fifth Commandment teaches us to deal with personal relationships.  Only if we honor 
our parents can we show that we can be trusted to honor and respect anyone else.

For better or for worse, you will bring your attitudes toward your parents  into your marred 
life. The sense of renewal and vitality you enjoy in your relationship is reason enough to 
want to honor your partner.

 The Three “G’s” … Gratitude, Generosity, And Guidance

1. To show gratitude, adopt a positive attitude. You break down barriers when you 
show gratitude and appreciation of their efforts  to please.  This will show them that 
your heart is in the right place.

2. Always be generous and open-minded. You must also be generous – with praise, 
with sympathy, with understanding.  Your parents  were generous to you when you 
were young. Be tolerant of all the demands the relationship places upon you, and 
be generous with what you give back in return.  Don’t expect to be at the receiving 
end all the time.

3. Guidance. Teach your spouse what will make you happy – they aren’t mind readers, 
you know. Men define their masculinity largely by their ability to please a woman.  
Don’t deprive him of this by feeling you have to please him in return.

 Set Boundaries In Your Relationship – And Respect Them.
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• Praise
Exodus 20:13 “13  You shall not commit murder.”

What are the things that make us feel more alive, and what are the things that make us 
wonder why we were ever born?

The Sixth Commandment teaches us not to destroy the divine spirit, which is in every 
human being.  Acknowledge every other person’s right to live in dignity.  A life without 
dignity is not worth living.  

The golden rule? Be fulsome in your praise and generous in your compliments and praise 
… and avoid saying anything that might humiliate.

Take precautions not to say anything that might threaten your spouse’s  self-confidence 
and make them shut down their personality defensively.

 Never Judge

To judge is  to assume that you have some divine ability to discern why other people 
behave the way they do.  It is to condemn people without ever knowing the challenges and 
hardships they face.  Judging someone is like killing them.  Be compassionate. Learn to 
forgive.
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There are usually two reasons why people criticize each other.  The first is  to retaliate and 
inflict injury; the second is to rescue a relationship from a downhill slide.  If you are 
sincerely criticizing to be constructive rather than to cause pain, then you will precede your 
criticism with a statement of unconditional love.

The main beauty of any relationship is making each other feel good, alive, and unique.  
The opposite thing is  to crush their spirit, crush their initiative and make them feel plain, 
ordinary, or even substandard.  

Whenever you say something hurtful to your spouse – whether in anger or in an “honest 
attempt at constructive criticism” – you may destroy their self-esteem, and it is as if you 
have killed something inside them.

 Anger … The Biggest Killer Of All

We don’t get angry with someone unless we have both judged and condemned them 
simultaneously. Every angry impulse involves a fundamental act of judgment.

A display of instant bad temper is destructive, chiefly because it is  so utterly self-absorbed.  
It is an infatuation with our own sense of grievance that goes  beyond reason, a form of 
righteous indignation that is unwarranted, an act of self-love that is unacceptable.  

A worse kind of anger is silent anger, where you just sink into yourself, harboring 
resentment and refusing to talk about it.  Anger is  indicative of a deep-seated arrogance.  
An arrogant person believes he or she reserves the right to judge other people.  They 
never place themselves in another’s shoes, never imagine themselves in another’s 
predicament, never try to understand someone else’s pain, and ultimately dismiss their 
humanity. 

 Avoiding Gossip

Gossip is a murderous  activity.  When you defame a person behind his  or her back, they 
have no way of responding, and if you are believed, their reputation suffers immediately.

The Sixth Commandment teaches that a person’s reputation is as important as life itself.

 How To Keep This Commandment: The Importance Of Listening

Many married women stop talking in mid-sentence because they know they are not being 
listened to.  This experience of being ignored is a denial of their viability as an intelligent 
human being.  LISTEN!

 Protecting Your Spouse

“ … I have born you on the wings of eagles and brought you unto Me.”  The commentators 
state that an eagle carries its young on its back so that its  own body will act as  a shield.  
You should be similarly protective of your spouse.  Show that you care for your spouse by 
making sure she is safe.
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• Mystery
Exodus 20:14 “14  You shall not commit adultery.”

Adultery is  really about how we misuse our intimacy, our sexuality, by handing over the 
most intimate part of ourselves to someone who is  neither appropriate nor worthy.  It is 
where a husband or wife takes the most sacred element of their married relationship and 
gives it away to an outsider, a stranger.

Your body, covered with clothing, is a mysterious treasure which only bonds of 
commitment can reveal.

 Sex Is Not A Shortcut To Intimacy

Sex is the most beautiful part of a loving relationship because it brings out our strongest 
emotions.  Nothing is as  powerful and nothing has the ability to solidify the love and 
commitment between a man and woman like sex and make them feel intensely good 
about each other.

Therefore, if it is abused, misused, or employed for purposes  of recreation only, you have 
squandered the most powerful weapon in your armory for achieving intimacy and 
commitment.
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The Seventh Commandment is  all about the preservation of sexual focus so that sex is a 
function of body, soul and spirit.

The Bible teaches that only in sex do two people disrobe fully.  That is, they shed not only 
their clothes, but more importantly, their emotional and spiritual defenses as well.  Within a 
loving relationship, sex allows us to lose our inhibitions and reveal our innermost essence.  
We become completely honest – innocent – with one another.  

However, when sex is separated from love, all the barriers  remain.  Sex becomes a 
performance rather than a soul-stirring event.

 The Importance Of Surprises

Make sure that romance plays a part in your relationship.  Keep up the teasing and the 
mystery; demonstrate a totally new and unexpected dimension to your personality.  Make 
life more exciting for each other!

 The Seed Of Adultery Is Sown By Confusion

The essence of adultery is to misunderstand what we really desire most.  It is where a man 
or a woman who is married puts the excitement of illicit sex before the deeper excitements 
and pleasure of a committed and loving relationship.

An adulterous relationship makes you loose sight of reason and responsibility.  That is 
because sex is the most potent and defining factor in a romantic relationship.  And when 
this  power of sex is channeled in the wrong direction, there’s trouble.  It retards our ability 
to thing straight.  This is  the message of the Seventh Commandment: the need for sexual 
focus in marriage.

The proof that sex is not what we really want can be seen when you compare how you feel 
during the sexual act, and how you feel as soon as it is over.  When there is true love, sex 
is a satisfying act that brings you closer. 

But where there is no love and no commitment, you will feel incredibly empty and let down 
after the act, almost as  if you had done something wrong and illegal, they gave you what 
you said you wanted – but deep down you know that it wasn’t what you really wanted.

Sex is the most beautiful act which a man and woman in love can do together.  So why do 
many people feel so rotten after having it?  The longing for sex, which builds up inside, is 
really a longing for intimacy.  Trying to have sex before you have achieved spiritual and 
emotional intimacy is putting the cart before the horse, and gets you nowhere.

Don’t use sex to try to achieve intimacy in marriage.  In marriage there will be times when 
you have both got into your separate routines and the intimacy you have built up may 
begin to evaporate. Romance each other first so that your desire for sex springs  from a 
much deeper desire to unite and become one.
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 Why Do Women With Integrity Fall Into Adultery?

When a man finds you so desirable that he is prepared to risk losing his wife, children, job, 
career, home, friends, social standing and entire social circle – that fact is so seductive 
and makes you feel so powerful and irresistible that you can’t turn it down.

All of us want to be wanted and need to be needed.  And when a woman is made to feel 
that a man will sacrifice anything to have her, it is incredibly flattering.  

Make your wife/husband feel desirable.  Focus on her/him completely.  Show them that 
you are prepared to sacrifice your job, prior commitments, just to make them happy.

The one thing that makes a women lower her resistance to commitment is when she feels 
a man worships  and cherishes her and commits his life, sacrificing his all, just to make her 
happy.

Anyone who feels dissatisfied should examine their own relationship.  If you are feeling 
used, or taken for granted, and in need of a confidence boost, then the first thing to do is 
to confront your spouse with it.

 After The Fact … Forgiving Adultery

When the Jews at Sinai built the Golden Calf, their idolatry was equal to an act of adultery.  
Moses, infuriated by this betrayal, smashed the two Tablets of the Law, with the Ten 
Commandments imprinted upon them.  This was a representation for the way in which a 
bond of trust and devotion within marriage is also destroyed by sexual infidelity.

The fact that the covenant between God and the Jews was renewed is extremely 
important, as it shows that a deep relationship can recover from the traumatic effects of 
adultery.

A number of factors must be taken into consideration:

• Was the betrayal a once-off fling,
• Or part of an ongoing pattern of behavior?
• Was it the result of stupidity and poor judgment?
• Or perhaps as a result of drink,
• Or was it a more serious expression of unhappiness?
• Most importantly, is  the guilty party willing to apologize sincerely and even undergo 

therapy and deliverance to avoid doing the same thing in the future?
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 Deepen Your Attraction To Your Spouse

In instructing you not to commit adultery, it also requires that you redirect all that sexual 
energy into the relationship itself, to deepen and enrich the erotic bond rather than letting it 
be concealed by boredom and complacency.

If we reach deeper within our relationship, rather than across  to a new partner, into the 
recesses of our own and our partner’s soul, we will come upon amazing new discoveries 
and richness. 

Focus all your sexual and emotional energy INTO your relationship to deepen the bond 
between you and your spouse.
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• Sincerity
Exodus 20:15 “15  You shall not steal.”

 Respect For Others … The Real Importance Of Not Stealing

Respect can be best defined as acknowledging someone else’s humanity and the rights 
that follow from their being your equal.  The way to show respect for another person is 
by being sincere and honest in all your dealings with them, never trying to manipulate 
them.

 Stick To Your Principles

Never underestimate the power of honesty.  By showing yourself to be principled you are 
displaying immense strength of character.

 Do Not Steal Someone’s Heart

Stealing someone’s emotions, manipulating people and creating a false sense of intimacy 
by saying things we don’t mean, is a grave sin.  Once found out, it will never be forgotten.  
Always be sincere. Our hearts must be in all our words and actions. Everything you do 
must be motivated by a genuine desire to make your partner happy.
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Do not steal or break your spouse’s heart.  Once you become a master of manipulation, 
you will be so in love with yourself and your own desires that you will have nothing left to 
give anyone else.

Proverbs 27:19 “19 As in water face answers to and reflects face, so the heart of man to 
man.”

 Returning Affection Measure For Measure

The prohibition on stealing teaches us that there must be give-and-take in all our dealing.  
If we take something, then we must give equally in return, otherwise we are stealing.

Be creative and resourceful, and always try to think of ways to show your spouse that you 
appreciate them.

 On Compliments And Other Romantic Gestures

The definition of a romantic gesture is one undertaken with the sole intent of making your 
spouse feel cherished and special.  Any ulterior motive destroys the romance.

 Don’t Steal Your Spouse Away From Their Family …

Don’t try to take over your spouse’s life so that they begin to resent you.  If you find 
yourself becoming too demanding and dictatorial, take a step back and analyze what you 
are really doing.  Keep in mind that even in marriage your spouse is  still an individual with 
the need for individual freedom. In addition to being destructive, this is  a classic sign of 
insecurity.

Don’t be so insecure that you feel jealous and unhappy with how close they are to their 
families.  A romantic relationship should be something that adds to one’s  family life rather 
than detracts from it.

 The Penalty For Stealing … And How To Make Up For It

The penalty for stealing recommended by the Bible is full compensation of the amount 
stolen, and an equal amount paid as a fine.

By stealing, the thief has betrayed his fundamental lack of empathy with his  victim.  Had 
he known what it feels like to be robbed, he would not steal.  In being forced to pay a fine, 
the thief can be made to understand how such drastic loss of property is hurtful.  

There is a lesson here for healing wounds in your relationships.  All too often you will find 
yourself causing pain and offense to your spouse. 

See yourself as having stolen love from your relationship, and apply the Biblical penalty to 
yourself.  For every measure of pain you caused your spouse, now bring him/her two 
measures of joy.  For every neglectful incident, be twice as  attentive the next time you 
meet.
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Numbers 5:5-7 “5  And the Lord said to Moses, 6  Say to the Israelites, When a man or 
woman commits any sin that men commit by breaking faith with the Lord, and that person 
is guilty, 7  Then he shall confess the sin which he has committed, and he shall make 
restitution for his wrong in full, and add a fifth to it, and give it to him whom he has 
wronged.”

If you make a mistake, admit it and promise humbly not to do it again, they will find it 
easier to forgive you.  Learning to say sorry is one of the most important things you can 
learn to do within a relationship.
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• Trust
Exodus 20:16 “16  You shall not witness falsely against your neighbor.”

 A Good Name

Essentially, the Ninth Commandment sets out to help us improve our character as well as 
our reputation.  It tells us to make our reputation match our character, and vice versa.

 The Power Of Gossip

The Ninth Commandment prohibits any form of gossip. “In vain” comes to mean destroying 
somebody’s reputation just for your own entertainment.

What is  especially tragic about gossip is that its damage is  irreversible.  You can never 
take your words back, or know how far they may have spread.

There is  nothing positive to be gained by it, except a bit of cheap entertainment at 
someone else’s expense.  It exists only to highlight human failings. 
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The literal meaning of the Ninth Commandment is not merely “Do not bear false witness”, 
but even more, “Do not answer or repeat false witness”.  Do not repeat what someone else 
has told you, but only testify about what you have experienced.

By gossiping you are demonstrating that you are a person who doesn’t mind hurting 
someone else, that you are indiscreet and lack confidentiality.

 Sharing Yourself

Do not be afraid to disclose personal experiences, even your deepest pain, with your 
spouse.  Be open and honest.  Your trust will breed their trust, your openness will create a 
mirror reflection, and you will bring them out of their shell, thereby creating instant 
intimacy.

 Friends, Enemies, And Strangers

The saddest thing is when someone you love becomes a stranger.  A woman can be 
married to a man for twenty years and then discover that for the past five years he has 
been keeping a mistress.  At that moment, he becomes a stranger to her.  She no longer 
trusts him. A relationship is about making yourself vulnerable to someone, lowering your 
defenses, trusting them absolutely.

In marriage, your spouse will come to trust you not to hurt them.  They will trust that you 
are who you say you are, and mean what you say.  Don’t build up their expectations  only 
to disappoint them. 
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• Contentment
Exodus 20:17 “17  You shall not covet your neighbor’s house, your neighbor’s wife, or his 
manservant, or his maidservant, or his ox, or his donkey, or anything that is your 
neighbor’s. [Luke 12:15; Col. 3:5.]”

 Being Happy With What You’ve Got

Coveting is an emotion – not an action.  A person covets secretly in his heart, and may 
never reveal it.  Unlike stealing or murder, coveting cannot be perceived by outsiders, and 
therefore is impossible to police.
The Tenth Commandment brings us around, full circle to the First Commandment, which is 
also pretty unusual in what it demands.  What do these two commandments  have in 
common?  They both aim to ingrain in us peace of mind in a sense of contentment.

 The Importance Of Contentment In Your Marriage

The First Commandment teaches that by subordinating ourselves to the One God and 
giving Him primacy, we can trust that everything that happens to us  is for the best.  There 
is a plan to Creation.  
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The Tenth Commandment reinforces  this  by telling us not to yearn for what we do not 
have, because what we do have is enough.

Someone who covets  always breaks both commandments. It is  a denial of God’s 
abundance.

To succeed in marriage, you must feel and believe that you were created to make 
someone else happy, that happiness  is something everyone is entitled to; that it is a 
birthright; and that you can give it to the one you love. Don’t keep looking around to see if 
other people are getting a better deal.

Nothing happens by accident.  The Almighty has a soul mate intended for each and every 
one of us.  And when a couple that are meant to be together separate, we are told that 
God weeps for this disruption of His plans.  

A belief that God brought us together inspires us to try much harder.  This is the reason 
that the Tenth Commandment closes the circle originally opened by the First 
Commandment, “I am the Lord your God”.  

Someone who believes  in God will be satisfied with what he has as  a blessing from God, 
and will never covet anything belonging to another man.  He will accept that he should 
exert every effort to make God’s blessing work for him.

 Contentment = Self-Confidence

The most attractive features you can develop is your self-confidence.  And contentment is 
the key to this  development.  A relationship needs constant nourishment.  Just as food has 
ingredients that sustain and nurture the body, so too a relationship has its vital ingredients.  
It needs regular deposits of love, joy, attentiveness, romance, physical embrace, 
spontaneity and time spent together.  But don’t waste time moaning about what you lack.

 Is It Ever Okay To Covet?

 Covetousness is a feeling, and all our emotions, being God given, have a good purpose 
as well as the possibility of misuse.  It is the misuse that we are warned against.

How does this apply to marriage?  Use the good side of covetousness – the desire to 
expand your horizons and improve your lot – as something to be shared, not something 
just to feed your own ego.  If your desire is to be something special define that specialness 
by your capacity to make someone else feel special. 

 The Chaotic Quest For “The Best”

They say that when women first start dating, their fantasy perfect man is tall, dark and 
handsome.  At the age of twenty-five they change it to tall, dark and handsome with 
money.  At thirty-five, they change it again to tall, dark and handsome with money and a 
brain.  At forty-eighty, it’s a man with hair.  And at sixty-six, a man.

Because they date so much, men are becoming experts in women, and women are 
becoming experts in men.  An expert is someone who can spot the flaws and point out the 
imperfections.
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Even within a loving, long-term relationship, people still feel they are being compared and 
evaluated – as though they were an achievement rather than a spouse.

While the essence of love is  to be subjective, increasingly we are becoming objective 
about other people, so that we are unable to love them.  

And because we are unable to love, we cannot feel connected or make any commitment to 
them.  This is why we are always dissatisfied, and why we start to covet some stranger 
instead of being happy with the person we are with.

 Never Become Complacent

While you should feel completely comfortable and “right” with your spouse, do not allow 
this  sense of comfort to slip into one of complacency.  If they have become too secure and 
familiar for you, you may start to covet your freedom to be single, yearn for the excitement 
of the chase again, since you have long since forgotten how lonely that was.

One of the reasons we fight with our partners, and sometimes even allow a petty squabble 
to undo years of love and devotion, is  because we lose all sense of proportion.  We fight 
and focus only on the current raw emotions, the hurtful things our partner has just said, 
and we forget at that moment all the love and devotion that they have shown us over the 
years.

By consciously remembering all the good things our partner has done for us, we can avoid 
the temptation to break up.

 Dealing With “Marriage Envy”

Every day you will see storybook couples, infuriatingly happy with one another.  Everything 
looks good about them – it seems flawless. 

When you look at your spouse, you’ll see his  or her flaws and believe this is proof positive 
that you are not truly happy.

Coveting another person’s happiness is just as wrong as coveting their property.

 Do Not Covet Your Neighbors Wife … Or Everything

Note that the Tenth Commandment emphatically uses the words “everything” in 
prescribing the act of coveting.  We tend to covet selectively, rather than perceive the 
entire picture when it comes to the object of our desire.  

But you can’t covet selectively. If you want to be him, it’s got to come with everything.

 The Importance Of Jealousy

The Tenth Commandment prohibits coveting another man’s  wife.  But it allows you to covet 
your own wife.
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So often a couple begins to date and get married, but then the spark is lost.  Their mutual 
sexual attraction tapers off and the intense feelings fade.  For sexual attraction to thrive, 
the sexual relationship has to seem new.

Jealousy is the key to keeping sexual attraction alive.  It is our most intense emotion, and 
rather than burying it, we should employ it for beneficial use within our relationship.

 Coveting Yourself: The Perils Of Materialism And Greed

Although the Tenth Commandment specifically forbids coveting someone else’s  property, 
the prohibition applies equally to coveting your own property.  In other words, don’t be 
materialistic.  Once you begin to define your happiness and security by what you have 
done, you begin to find human beings dispensable, and you inherent ability to love and be 
loved will become muffled.  

Generous people attract others to them, while misers  are a turn-off.  A charitable man is a 
caring man.

Truly romantic men and women are people who give themselves instead of their 
possessions to another person.  They give their time, their attention, and their love.

So don’t take the easy way out, and substitute yourself with lavish gifts and other material 
gestures of affection.

In summary … 

Marriage is about finding someone who makes you feel 
special.  It is enjoyed and prospers specifically among those 

who believe, deep in their hearts, that they were created 
primarily to make someone else happy.  Therefore, always 

remember, you are unique, just like everyone else.
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Questions

1. Did your “I do” represent a commitment to covenant with your spouse as 
God intended at Mount Sinai?
1. Did your “I do” represent a commitment to covenant with your spouse as 
God intended at Mount Sinai?
1. Did your “I do” represent a commitment to covenant with your spouse as 
God intended at Mount Sinai?

Yes No

2. Have you consciously kept all of the Ten Commandments of a marriage 
commitment?
2. Have you consciously kept all of the Ten Commandments of a marriage 
commitment?
2. Have you consciously kept all of the Ten Commandments of a marriage 
commitment?

Yes No

3. Which Commandment(s) do you break most often?  Which do you keep 
very well?
3. Which Commandment(s) do you break most often?  Which do you keep 
very well?
3. Which Commandment(s) do you break most often?  Which do you keep 
very well?

4. After you have completed the questionnaire exchange your answers and 
see whether you were correct …
4. After you have completed the questionnaire exchange your answers and 
see whether you were correct …
4. After you have completed the questionnaire exchange your answers and 
see whether you were correct …

Yes No

Share answers and discuss …

5. What action plan will you commit to improve your promise to “sh’ma” God’s 
Word?
5. What action plan will you commit to improve your promise to “sh’ma” God’s 
Word?
5. What action plan will you commit to improve your promise to “sh’ma” God’s 
Word?

6. Does your spouse agree that your plan includes the most important steps?6. Does your spouse agree that your plan includes the most important steps?6. Does your spouse agree that your plan includes the most important steps?

7. How did Abraham and Isaac both act towards their spouses that revealed 
that they showed disloyalty towards them?
7. How did Abraham and Isaac both act towards their spouses that revealed 
that they showed disloyalty towards them?
7. How did Abraham and Isaac both act towards their spouses that revealed 
that they showed disloyalty towards them?

8. How did Abraham act to show Sarah that she was not his absolute 
treasure? (Genesis 16:5).
8. How did Abraham act to show Sarah that she was not his absolute 
treasure? (Genesis 16:5).
8. How did Abraham act to show Sarah that she was not his absolute 
treasure? (Genesis 16:5).

Share answers and discuss …
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The Gifts Of The Spirit
How do we differentiate between office, gifts, and manifestation?

We have already seen that God has created us  for a purpose and destiny.  He places 
inside us, at conception, at least one of the redemptive gifts as that aspect of the Bride of 
Messiah that you have to manifest.

We need to clarify the various terminologies used …

1. Office is about taking dominion and rulership.

The Five-Fold service and ministration are described in the Scriptures as follows:

Ephesians 4:11-13 “11 And His gifts were [varied; He Himself appointed and gave men to 
us] some to be apostles (special messengers), some prophets (inspired preachers and 
expounders), some evangelists (preachers of the Gospel, traveling missionaries), some 
pastors (shepherds of His flock) and teachers.  12 His intention was the perfecting and the 
full equipping of the saints (His consecrated people), [that they should do] the work of 
ministering toward building up Christ’s body (the church),  13 [That it might develop] until 
we all attain oneness in the faith and in the comprehension of the [full and accurate] 
knowledge of the Son of God, that [we might arrive] at really mature manhood (the 
completeness of personality which is nothing less than the standard height of Christ’s own 
perfection), the measure of the stature of the fullness of the Christ and the completeness 
found in Him.”
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This  represents standing in a full time ministry, recognized by the outpouring of God’s  gift 
to give direction to the Body of Messiah.  

It is clear the person is the one “gifted” for the purpose of equipping the other saints.

2. Manifestation is about using my talents and abilities to benefit mankind.

The following verses5 describe the manifestation of the gifts …
 
1 Corinthians 12:4-12 “4 Now there are distinctive varieties and distributions of 
endowments (gifts, extraordinary powers distinguishing certain Christians, due to the 
power of divine grace operating in their souls by the Holy Spirit) and they vary, but the 
[Holy] Spirit remains the same.  5 And there are distinctive varieties of service and 
ministration, but it is the same Lord [Who is served].  6 And there are distinctive varieties 
of operation [of working to accomplish things], but it is the same God Who inspires and 
energizes them all in all.  7 But to each one is given the manifestation of the [Holy] Spirit 
[the evidence, the spiritual illumination of the Spirit] for good and profit.  8 To one is given 
in and through the [Holy] Spirit [the power to speak] a message of wisdom, and to another 
[the power to express] a word of knowledge and understanding according to the same 
[Holy] Spirit; 9 To another [wonder-working] faith by the same [Holy] Spirit, to another the 
extraordinary powers of healing by the one Spirit; 10 To another the working of miracles, to 
another prophetic insight (the gift of interpreting the divine will and purpose); to another the 
ability to discern and distinguish between [the utterances of true] spirits [and false ones], to 
another various kinds of [unknown] tongues, to another the ability to interpret [such] 
tongues.  11 All these [gifts, achievements, abilities] are inspired and brought to pass by 
one and the same [Holy] Spirit, Who apportions to each person individually [exactly] as He 
chooses.  12 For just as the body is a unity and yet has many parts, and all the parts, 
though many, form [only] one body, so it is with Christ (the Messiah, the Anointed One).”

This  represents supernatural the interaction between God and man; man and the Body of 
Messiah at a specific time and specific set of circumstances as  the Holy Spirit works 
through a believer.  In many cases that manifestation of this gift will have a direct / 
beneficial outworking on the individual himself.

3. Redemptive Gifts are about fulfilling my purpose in causing the Bride of 
Messiah to draw closer to God in intimacy.

 
Romans 12:6-8 “6 Having gifts (faculties, talents, qualities) that differ according to the 
grace given us, let us use them: [He whose gift is] prophecy (PROPHET), [let him 
prophesy] according to the proportion of his faith; 7 [He whose gift is] practical service 
(SERVANT), let him give himself to serving; he who teaches (TEACHER), to his teaching; 
8 He who exhorts (encourages) (EXHORTER), to his exhortation; he who contributes 
(GIVER), let him do it in simplicity and liberality; he who gives aid and superintends 
(RULER), with zeal and singleness of mind; he who does acts of mercy (MERCY), with 
genuine cheerfulness and joyful eagerness.”
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The gift [or gifts] that make up my DNA, define what God has destined me to be – that 
“part” reflection of God’s  Full Glory.  As each one of the gifts unite in the Body of Messiah, 
we cause the “Radiance” that will reflect the One True God.  That is, each one specific gift 
or color is needed to create the whole “rainbow”.

We have made a short summary of some of the attributes of each gift so that you can 
better identify who you are supposed to be.

The Path To A Purpose-Filled Life
1. Obtain an understanding of what God’s Redemptive Gifts are and which area of 

calling God has elected for me to reveal to the Body of Messiah.

What are the motivational or redemptive gifts?

How do I identify my gift and place in the Body of Messiah?

Everyone has a redemptive gift – at least two to three gifts which will be your major “job” in 
life to use, to fit into, and to form the entire, complete Body of Messiah.

I have a Gift …

1 Peter 4:10 “10 As each of you has received a gift (a particular spiritual talent, a gracious 
divine endowment), employ it for one another as [befits] good trustees of God’s many-
sided grace [faithful stewards of the extremely diverse powers and gifts granted to 
Christians by unmerited favor].”
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There are seven of these motivational or redemptive gifts.  Which one is your special 
focus?  What are you called to do as an area of ministry?  Where do you fit into the Body 
of Messiah?

Romans 12:4-8 “4 For as in one physical body we have many parts (organs, members) 
and all of these parts do not have the same function or use, 5 So we, numerous as we are, 
are one body in Christ (the Messiah) and individually we are parts one of another [mutually 
dependent on one another].  6 Having gifts (faculties, talents, qualities) that differ 
according to the grace given us, let us use them: [He whose gift is] prophecy (PROPHET), 
[let him prophesy] according to the proportion of his faith; 7 [He whose gift is] practical 
service (SERVANT), let him give himself to serving; he who teaches (TEACHER), to his 
teaching; 8 He who exhorts (encourages) (EXHORTER), to his exhortation; he who 
contributes (GIVER), let him do it in simplicity and liberality; he who gives aid and 
superintends (RULER), with zeal and singleness of mind; he who does acts of mercy 
(MERCY), with genuine cheerfulness and joyful eagerness.”

This  gift was woven and built into you at the moment of creation in the womb – the gift is 
not by chance, but by specific proclamation of God.

Psalm 139:13-16 “13 For You did form my inward parts; You did knit me together in my 
mother’s womb.  14 I will confess and praise You for You are fearful and wonderful and for 
the awful wonder of my birth! Wonderful are Your works, and that my inner self knows right 
well.  15 My frame was not hidden from You when I was being formed in secret [and] 
intricately and curiously wrought [as if embroidered with various colors] in the depths of the 
earth [a region of darkness and mystery].  16 Your eyes saw my unformed substance, and 
in Your book all the days [of my life] were written before ever they took shape, when as yet 
there was none of them.”
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The purpose of this Word study is  to highlight that we have a unique purpose, that God 
ordained that fathers and mothers would identify this gift from an early age.

Proverbs 22:6 “6 Train up a child in the way he should go [and in keeping with his 
individual gift or bent], and when he is old he will not depart from it.”

Parents who correctly recognize the unique set of gifts will go about the process of:

• Developing that attribute.
• Guarding against hurts which could wound the child.
• Dealing with generational issues  that could restrain the child from the fullness of the 

victory.
• Encouraging the outflow of the gifts into the Body of Messiah.

Every individual is accountable for the gifts or talents that we have been given.  We are 
warned not to neglect the gift:

1 Timothy 4:14 “14 Do not neglect the gift which is in you, [that special inward 
endowment] which was directly imparted to you [by the Holy Spirit] y prophetic utterance 
when the elders laid their hands upon you [at your ordination].”

Luke 12:48 “48 But he who did not know and did things worthy of a beating shall be 
beaten with few [lashes]. For everyone to whom much is given, of him shall much be 
required; and of him to whom men entrust much, they will require and demand all the 
more.”

God declares that we are all equal – we are one before Him – the only One God.

Deuteronomy 6:4 “4 Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God is one Lord [the only Lord].”

Since we are all equal, but have different gifts  … we must recognize that every gift will 
have equal value in God’s Eyes.

Paul clearly says that we are “parts” of One Body – that we are mutually dependent on 
each other. 

Romans 12:4-5 “4 For as in one physical body we have many parts (organs, members) 
and all of these parts do not have the same function or use, 5 So we, numerous as we are, 
are one body in Christ (the Messiah) and individually we are parts one of another [mutually 
dependent on one another].”

So we now see that every single one of us have a unique gift and must fit into a Body of 
other believers to be the army of God.

Let us verify that each motivation or redemptive gift is connected to a part of the physical 
body.
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• The prophet is the one that must see the way in which God’s Principles of design 
can be made operational … the prophet is the eye.

 
Matthew 6:22-23 “22 The eye is the lamp of the body. So if your eye is sound, your entire 
body will be full of light.  23 But if your eye is unsound, your whole body will be full of 
darkness. If then the very light in you [your conscience] is darkened, how dense is that 
darkness!”

• The servant must reach out to others  in need, must hold up the  hands of those in 
leadership … the servant is the hands.

Proverbs 31:20 “20 She opens her hand to the poor, yes, she reaches out her filled hands 
to the needy [whether in body, mind, or spirit].”

• The teacher must have a mind to apply to study and collate the facts.

Acts 17:11 “11 Now these [Jews] were better disposed and more noble than those in 
Thessalonica, for they were entirely ready and accepted and welcomed the message 
[concerning the attainment through Christ of eternal salvation in the kingdom of God] with 
inclination of mind and eagerness, searching and examining the Scriptures daily to see if 
these things were so.”

• The exhorter has the power over suffering and therefore has the ability to speak into 
the lives of others … the mouth.

Acts 13:15 “15 After the reading of the Law and the Prophets, the leaders [of the worship] 
of the synagogue sent to them saying, Brethren, if you have any word of exhortation or 
consolation or encouragement for the people, say it.”

• The giver has the ability to use his strength, wisdom, and initiative to build 
generational wealth … the arms.

Luke 1:51 “51 He has shown strength and made might with His arm; He has scattered the 
proud and haughty in and by the imagination and purpose and designs of their hearts.”

Isaiah 51:9  “9 [Zion now cries to the Lord, the God of Israel] Awake, awake, put on 
strength and might, O arm of the Lord; awake, as in the ancient days, as in the 
generations of long ago. Was it not You Who cut Rahab [Egypt] in pieces, Who pierced the 
dragon [symbol of Egypt]?”

• The ruler has the gift to call people to a vision, to organize and manage a project to 
completion … the shoulders.

Isaiah 9:6 “6 For to us a Child is born, to us a Son is given; and the government shall be 
upon His shoulder, and His name shall be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, 
Everlasting Father [of Eternity], Prince of Peace.”

• The mercy has a heart for the broken and the hurt. 
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How Can I Reveal God’s Light To This World?

Romans 12:6-8 “Having gifts (faculties, talents, qualities) that differ according to the grace 
given us, let us use them: [He whose gift is] prophecy (PROPHET), [let him prophesy] 
according to the proportion of his faith; 7 [He whose gift is] practical service (SERVANT), 
let him give himself to serving; he who teaches (TEACHER), to his teaching; 8 He who 
exhorts (encourages) (EXHORTER), to his exhortation; he who contributes (GIVER), let 
him do it in simplicity and liberality; he who gives aid and superintends (RULER) (to be in 
charge of something), with zeal and singleness of mind; he who does acts of mercy 
(MERCY), with genuine cheerfulness and joyful eagerness.”

The Spirit is Light.  Did you know that light divides  into seven colors when it shines  through 
a prism?
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Questions

1. What do you think are your top two gifts?  (We will study them in more 
detail in the next section).
1. What do you think are your top two gifts?  (We will study them in more 
detail in the next section).
1. What do you think are your top two gifts?  (We will study them in more 
detail in the next section).

2. What do you think your spouse’s top two gifts are?2. What do you think your spouse’s top two gifts are?2. What do you think your spouse’s top two gifts are?

3. Can you think, when you consider what the differences or similarities in 
your gifts are, what consequences could there be in your relationship?
3. Can you think, when you consider what the differences or similarities in 
your gifts are, what consequences could there be in your relationship?
3. Can you think, when you consider what the differences or similarities in 
your gifts are, what consequences could there be in your relationship?

4. After you have completed the questionnaire exchange your answers and 
see whether you were correct …
4. After you have completed the questionnaire exchange your answers and 
see whether you were correct …
4. After you have completed the questionnaire exchange your answers and 
see whether you were correct …

Share answers and discuss …
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Redemptive Gifts Questionnaire
Make use of the following questionnaire to help you identify your calling.

Directions:

For each of the statements, think about how you usually function in your organization.

There may be times when you find it difficult to answer a particular question, but do the 
best that you can.

It might be useful for later discussion to note numbers of the questions that you find 
particularly difficult to answer.

Keep in mind that the accuracy of this survey depends on your openness  and honesty in 
answering the questions.

This  is not a test with right and wrong answers.  Rather, it is a tool for promoting thought 
and discussion.

Use the following scoring system:  

• If the statement is NEVER true for you, enter a 1.
• If the statement is SOMETIMES true for you, enter a 2.
• If the statement is MOSTLY true for you, enter a 4.
• If the statement is ALWAYS true for you, enter a 5.

• NEVER = 1
• SOMETIMES = 2
• MOSTLY = 4
• ALWAYS = 5
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No. Question
1 Present truth in a logical, systematic way

2 Makes provision for future generations (e.g. children, grandchildren, 
etc.)

3 Are highly motivated to organize and implement plans
4 Capable of having significant disagreements without offense
5 Have tremendous capacity to show love
6 Quickly and accurately identifies right
7 Recognize practical needs and is quick to meet them
8 Validate truth by weighing it against the facts
9 Are able to accommodate people with diverse viewpoints
10 Prefer to be under authority in order to have authority
11 Avoid being alone
12 Sense the emotional atmosphere of a group/individual
13 See everything as either black or white
14 Enjoy showing hospitality
15 Love to study and do research
16 Like to keep all options open as long as possible
17 Will endure criticism in order to accomplish the task
18 Relate to people irrespective of culture, race, religion, background, etc.
19 Avoid conflict and confrontation
20 Easily perceive the character of individuals or groups
21 Will stay with something until it is completed
22 Emphasize facts and accuracy of words
23 Handle every situation as a unique situation
24 Are skilled at time management
25 Love to encourage others to live victoriously
26 Are attracted to people who are hurting or in distress
27 Operate on principals
28 Find it difficult to say "no" to requests for help
29 Solve problems by starting with a theoretical foundation
30 Tend to be more relative than absolute
31 Easily facilitate resources and people to accomplish tasks or goals
32 Want a visible response when teaching or speaking
33 Easily detect insincerity or wrong motives
34 Are eager to see own blind spots and help others to see theirs also
35 Have a need to be appreciated
36 Borrow things (e.g. books) without returning it promptly
37 View family as important
38 Prefer to move on to a new challenge once something is completed
39 Greatly loved because of positive attitude
40 Take care with words and actions to avoid hurting others
41 Feel the need to verbalize or dramatize what you perceive
42 Feel greatest joy in doing something that is helpful
43 Have strong convictions and opinions based upon investigation of facts
44 Are concerned about the greater community
45 Thrive under stress/pressure
46 View trials as opportunities to produce personal growth
47 Are ruled by the heart rather than the head
48 Have strong opinions and convictions
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49 Avoid leading others or projects
50 Enjoy writing a lot
51 See money as security
52 Want to see things completed as quickly as possible
53 Find it easy to communicate with others
54 Sense things without being able to explain the "how"
55 Are frank, outspoken and do not mince words
56 Support those who are in leadership
57 Tends to use biblical illustrations rather than life illustrations.
58 Gives freely of possessions / time / love but want only the best.
59 Enjoys long-term projects and does not like routine.
60 Prefers to apply truth rather than research it.
61 Rejoices when others are blessed, grieves if they are hurt.
62 Believes that tribulation produces personal brokenness / humbleness.
63 Is more interested in meeting the needs of others than own needs.
64 Gets upset if scripture is used out of context.
65 Gives without other knowing about it.
66 Can easily delegate tasks and supervises to other.
67 Wants to give people specific instructions on “how-to-do-it”.
68 Does not like to be rushed.
69 Believes that true repentance will be evidence by good fruit.
70 Works on immediate goals rather than long-term goals.
71 Is self-disciplined and self-controlled
72 Has a strong belief in tithing / first-fruit offering.
73 Is willing to let others get credit to get the job done.

74 Loves to do personal counseling, but stops if no effort to change is 
seen.

75 Typically avoids conflict / confrontations.

76 Tends to only have one or two close friends and tends  to be 
introspective.

77 Shows love in deeds and actions more than words.
78 Believes that truth has the power to change.
79 Is not gullible / easily fooled.
80 Is always writing notes to him- / herself.
81 Expects a lot of others.
82 Loves doing thoughtful things for others.
83 Knows that he is called to be an intercessor.
84 Tends to do the job rather than delegate.
85 Has a select circle of friends based on common interest.
86 Likes to see value for money.

87 Know when to keep doing things in the old way and when to introduce 
new ideas.

88 Needs to have someone as a “sounding board” to listen to idea / 
concepts.

89 Is more concerned about mental / emotional stress  than physical 
discomfort.

90 Has a fervent desire to see God’s Plan manifest in all situations.
91 Has a high energy level.
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Results Sheet:

Your highest score indicates your redemptive gift.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39 40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47 48 49
50 51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61 62 63
64 65 66 67 68 69 70
71 72 73 74 75 76 77
78 79 80 81 82 83 84
85 86 87 88 89 90 91

T G R E M P S

Score Gift
T TeacherTeacher
G Giver
R Ruler
E ExhorterExhorter
M Mercy
P ProphetProphet
S ServantServant

Study the following brief analysis of each gift, focusing on your own two or three top gifts to 
better understand how you have been made.
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A.Gift of the Prophet [Miriam, Caleb, and Peter]

Much of the current teaching on a prophet has been toward the “word” of God, and more 
accurately reflects the manifestation of prophet.  The gift of prophet is  therefore not the 
“prophet” as we know it commonly today.

Y’shua [Jesus] acts as Prophet:

• Speaks only what the Father says.

John 12:49 “49 This is because I have never spoken on My own authority or of My own 
accord or as self-appointed, but the Father Who sent Me has Himself given Me orders 
[concerning] what to say and what to tell.”

• Declares the Truth.

John 14:6 “6 Jesus said to him, I am the Way and the Truth and the Life; no one comes to 
the Father except by (through) Me.”
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Purpose of a Prophet:

He is given the gift of being able to identify new application for implementation of these 
principles into the future.  He operates with the Principles of God’s Design, to restore and 
release a person’s  full birthright, gaining favor from the governmental and legal structures.  
He does not create, he reapplies the principles in a new and different context.

The restoration of God’s Design comes about when the prophet:

• Accurately discerns between good and evil.  In this differentiation, the prophet will 
be black or white – there will be no areas for compromise.

Matthew 23:27 “27 Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, pretenders (hypocrites)! For you 
are like tombs that have been whitewashed, which look beautiful on the outside but inside 
are full of dead men’s bones and everything impure.”

• Speaks out and becomes a leading figure in a “fight” for righteousness, justice, or 
freedom.

• Identifies the bad fruit that come from the wrong and/or bad root system, and 
defines the path to repentance.

• Embraces difficulty, trials, and tribulation as a path to personal growth and 
humbleness.

• Visibly demonstrates his obedience to God’s  Principles and Commandments by a 
lifestyle of patterning Y’shua [Jesus] at all costs.

Jeremiah 1:5, 10 “5 Before I formed you in the womb I knew [and] approved of you [as My 
chosen instrument], and before you were born I separated and set you apart, consecrating 
you; [and] I appointed you as a prophet to the nations.  10 See, I have this day appointed 
you to the oversight of the nations and of the kingdoms to root out and pull down, to 
destroy and to overthrow, to build and to plant.”

How do we identify a Prophet?

Someone who …

• Takes initiative.  Who does not like routine, and needs new challenges.
• Is verbally expressive, talks easily, and is outspoken and does not mince words.
• Has an inability to tolerate bondage or control.
• Processes thoughts  and concepts quickly, shift gears quickly, and therefore gets 

bored easily wherever repetition work is done.
• Is fiercely competitive.
• Judges himself harshly for every mistake that he makes.
• Only has one or two real friends.  They don’t easily compromise and therefore his 

friends are of similar “heart”.  As they tend to be introspective, they are often happy 
to be alone but are not lonely.
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The self-image of the Prophet …

The prophet’s God-given introspective nature – always considering and measuring 
themselves to what they perceive God’s Standard to be – coupled with the God-given 
calling to define right and wrong will give rise to negative feelings of self-worth which can 
even lead to depression.

The prophet’s  emotions are intense … from an absolute high to the deepest dungeon.  As 
a result, they will either speak incredible life or direction, or unload every tactless, 
irresponsible thought that randomly just entered their heads.

Domain of Personal Warfare:

The prophet’s nature is to cause hurt and/or wounds to relationships with his  fellowman.  
This is however also his area of greatest blessing and authority.

The prophet must identify, speak out against, and root out all:

• Efforts of man to remain silent and tolerate acts of injustice against his fellow man.
• Acts of racism or sexism which go to separate man into groups resulting in 

inequality and inequity.
• Acts of physical and/or ritual abuse.

The prophet must proclaim and take a stand for:

• Reconciliation between people groups.
• Healing of the spiritually wounded.
• Liberty / equality of all before God.

Sign of the Holy Spirit:

The “breath of God” would seem to best symbolize the gift of the prophet.

Genesis 2:7 “7 Then the Lord God formed man from the dust of the ground and breathed 
into his nostrils the breath or spirit of life, and man became a living being.”
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B. Gift of the Servant [Martha – John 12:2]

This is not the common description of someone who puts out the chairs every time.

Y’shua [Jesus] as Servant:

• Demonstrated service.

John 13:5 “5 Then He poured water into the washbasin and began to wash the disciples’ 
feet and to wipe them with the [servant’s] towel with which He was girded.”

Mark 10:43 “43 But this is not to be so among you; instead, whoever desires to be great 
among you must be your servant,”

Purpose …

The servant has been given power over the principle of authority, because they do not 
want the spotlight, they don’t abuse it.  

The restoration of the servant’s power over the principle of authority is manifested:

• In those acts of practical help that results  in manual jobs being sorted out 
immediately.
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• In acts of hospitality where friends and newcomers are spoiled and treated with the 
utmost care, but seldom is this care reflected in words of love.

• In the amount of effort and loyalty they will put into a project and/or ministry in order 
to ensure that it is successful.  They sometimes need help to be more effective with 
their time.

Exodus 18:13-18 “13 Next day Moses sat to judge the people, and the people stood 
around Moses from morning till evening.  14 When Moses’ father-in-law saw all that he 
was doing for the people, he said, What is this that you do for the people? Why do you sit 
alone, and all the people stand around you from morning till evening?  15 Moses said to 
his father-in-law, Because the people come to me to inquire of God. 16 When they have a 
dispute they come to me, and I judge between a man and his neighbor, and I make them 
know the statutes of God and His laws.  17 Moses’ father-in-law said to him, The thing that 
you are doing is not good.  18 You will surely wear out both yourself and this people with 
you, for the thing is too heavy for you; you are not able to perform it all by yourself.”

When the servant lets  his heart follow God’s Direction and God’s  Timing to help lead 
others through the path of deliverance and restoration that is required.  Moses – a servant 
– led the people for forty years until “Egypt” was removed from their thinking.

The servant is the one that prays for leaders, protects leaders, and can be the vehicle of 
counseling to cleanse leadership from impurities.  The servant has  a heart for God’s 
Creation, man, and ecology … and actively seeks their restoration to their original 
purpose; that is, to set proper boundaries.

How do we identify the servant?

Someone who …

• Serves without guile.  There are no false motives and/or hidden agendas. 
• Does not keep book.  There are no IOU’s.  He does not seek a reward.
• Collects “things”.  They are hoarders.
• Has integrity, simplicity, and honor at all times.
• May not be a strong scholar, but walks in holiness.  They will not always have a 

“Word” answer, but their hearts  are tuned into God, and therefore they reflect God’s 
Integrity.

• Has a high energy level.

1 Peter 4:11 “… whoever renders service, [let him do it] as with the strength which God 
furnishes abundantly, so that in all things God may be glorified through Jesus Christ (the 
Messiah). To Him be the glory and dominion forever and ever (through endless ages). 
Amen (so be it).”

• Is happy to be a follower and not a leader.
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The self-image of the Servant …

The servant tends to be a shy personality – something that is inherently part of their DNA.  
A shy person will “like” other people, but will only open up to them when a foundation of 
trust has been build up. 

A servant is far more likely to “do something” for you as apposed to “say” something good 
to you.

If these actions are not seen, not recognized, if exposing him in front of others breaks 
trust, he will have a low self-image.

Critical success facts:

• The servant must learn to say NO, not to agree to all demands placed on him.  The 
nature of the servant wants to help, however he must hear from God as to where he 
must be or else he takes on a workload, which cannot be met.  He then disappoints 
others and creates his own internal pressure.

• The servant must take care not to spoil their own children or to neglect their family 
while helping others.

• The servant must ensure that he does not become overly competitive.  While the 
servant does not want personal spotlight, they can become very competitive in 
respect of the ministries and/or people that they support and can lose perspective.

• The servant must take up his authority to war against the spirit of death.
• The servant must learn to accept that others  can serve them – they must learn to 

receive with the same grace that they give.
• The servant must learn to put and keep their priorities in order: God, family, job, and 

then ministry.  He should learn not to neglect the first calling.

Proverbs 31:16 “16 She considers a [new] field before she buys or accepts it [expanding 
prudently and not courting neglect of her present duties by assuming other duties]; with 
her savings [of time and strength] she plants fruitful vines in her vineyard. [S. of Sol. 8:12.]”

Domain of Personal Warfare:

The nature of the servant is to meet people’s needs instead of taking authority to empower 
change.  That is, the servant must rule by releasing through actions so that others can 
multiply.

The servant must speak out and take a stand against:

• Those who tolerate and/or accept their situation of bondage and abuse and stay in 
pain when they have the resources to move on to a place of victory in life.

• Those who need help due to their inability and/or passiveness to the extent that 
they represent an abused victim spirit unable to do anything on their own.
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The servant must:

• Establish boundary of acceptable behavior.
• Speak out against those who cause pain and abuse whether physical or verbal.

Sign of the Holy Spirit:

The “oil” of the menorah would seem to best symbolize the Holy Spirit’s  Touch to the gift of 
servant.

Exodus 30:25 “25 And you shall make of these a holy anointing oil, a perfume 
compounded after the art of the perfumer; it shall be a sacred anointing oil.”
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C. Gift of the Teacher [Apollos – Acts 18:24-28; 1 
Corinthians 3:6]

Y’shua [Jesus] as Teacher:

• Taught the Truth.

Matthew 4:4 “4 But He replied, It has been written, Man shall not live and be upheld and 
sustained by bread alone, but by every word that comes forth from the mouth of God.”

Matthew 5:21-22 “21 You have heard that it was said to the men of old, You shall not kill, 
and whoever kills shall be liable to and unable to escape the punishment imposed by the 
court.  22 But I say to you that everyone who continues to be angry with his brother or 
harbors malice (enmity of heart) against him shall be liable to and unable to escape the 
punishment imposed by the court; and whoever speaks contemptuously and insultingly to 
his brother shall be liable to and unable to escape the punishment imposed by the 
Sanhedrin, and whoever says, You cursed fool! [You empty-headed idiot!] shall be liable to 
and unable to escape the hell (Gehenna) of fire.”

Luke 2:46 “46 After three days they found Him [came upon Him] in the [court of the] 
temple, sitting among the teachers, listening to them and asking them questions.”
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Purpose …

The teacher has been given the power over the principle of responsibility, an inner strength 
to search for the Truth, but to walk with incremental steps – with the knowledge that God 
continually expands understanding and Truth.

The teacher is likened to the priests, those who stay in the tabernacle and provide spiritual 
nourishment to enthrone Y’shua [Jeus].

The restoration of the principle of responsibility is manifested in the teacher:

• By the nature of the presentation, the richness of the detail and the organization of 
the facts.

• By the use of Biblical illustrations as a initial phase but also the use of practical or 
life-event illustrations so that the image is recorded clearly.

• By the emphasis on truth as the basis or foundation for all life choices.

Acts 18:26 “26 He began to speak freely (fearlessly and boldly) in the synagogue; but 
when Priscilla and Aquila heard him, they took him with them and expounded to him the 
way of God more definitely and accurately.”

• By the choice to disciple a group of people rather than take part in a mass 
evangelization project.

• By the presentation of God’s  Word in such a way to say and/or imply that this “truth” 
will have the power to change a person’s life; that is, God’s Word and practical 
application must challenge every believer to react.

How do we identify the teacher?

Someone who …

• Validates truth, making sure that the concept is sound.
• Is a safe person emotionally, who does not reject people easily.
• Has deep loyalty to others.
• Who is likened to a tree ... will stand through tough circumstances because they are 

self-controlled and self-disciplined and through it all, has the ability to anoint and 
reproduce others who reflect the “Light” of God.  

• Who has strong convictions based on their study and understanding of the “facts” of 
the Bible. 

• Who will seldom have superficial friendships.  They hate meaningless chit-chat and 
will be intense in their debate on the Word of God.
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The self-image of the teacher …

Teachers tend to be very calm and collected in their thoughts  as well as their emotional 
status, so much so, that in many ways they appear as if they are not able to express 
positive or negative emotions very easily.

Generally a teacher will have a good self-image.  Because they are ruled by thoughts 
instead of emotions, they are able to deal with rejection and other negative events  that 
occur.

The teacher is realistic about most things in life because he bases his opinion on facts  – 
however he can become dogmatic and will only change his mind based on a new set of 
“facts”.

The teacher will always ask “why?” and will often not participate in a process unless  he 
has got the level of clarification that he requires.

Critical success factors:

The teacher must have a strong prayer life, an intimacy with God in order to respond to the 
leading of the Spirit.  The teacher must guard against the potential problem that they fall 
into the trap of teaching facts and information – head knowledge without God’s Heart.  
They need to be able to reveal the practical application of God’s Word in real life situations 
so that the Word is relevant.

The teacher who does not have intimacy with God is  likened to a crippled priest – 
someone who can’t be a part of the Tabernacle. The teacher who becomes legalistic and 
dogmatic robs the Body of Messiah of the intimacy of the Holy Spirit.

The teacher must be prepared to confront others in love who are not embracing the truth 
or are using scripture out of context.  However at the same time they must be prepared to 
be open-minded to study and accept other people’s viewpoints.

The teacher must learn to be disciplined with time, relationships and money, if they have 
the tendency to be undisciplined in these important aspects of a Godly lifestyle, they will 
not reflect God’s Love for others.
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D. Gift of the Exhorter [Moses, Paul, Barnabas – Acts 
18:24-28; 1 Corinthians 3:6]

Y’shua [Jesus] as the Exhorter:

Luke 6:27-35 “27 But I say to you who are listening now to Me: [in order to heed, make it a 
practice to] love your enemies, treat well (do good to, act nobly toward) those who detest 
you and pursue you with hatred, 28 Invoke blessings upon and pray for the happiness of 
those who curse you, implore God’s blessing (favor) upon those who abuse you [who 
revile, reproach, disparage, and high-handedly misuse you].  29 To the one who strikes 
you on the jaw or cheek, offer the other jaw or cheek also; and from him who takes away 
your outer garment, do not withhold your undergarment as well.  30 Give away to 
everyone who begs of you [who is in want of necessities], and of him who takes away from 
you your goods, do not demand or require them back again.  31 And as you would like and 
desire that men would do to you, do exactly so to them.  35 But love your enemies and be 
kind and do good [doing favors so that someone derives benefit from them] and lend, 
expecting and hoping for nothing in return but considering nothing as lost and despairing 
of no one; and then your recompense (your reward) will be great (rich, strong, intense, and 
abundant), and you will be sons of the Most High, for He is kind and charitable and good 
to the ungrateful and the selfish and wicked.”

Matthew 19:21 “21 Jesus answered him, If you would be perfect [that is, have that 
spiritual maturity which accompanies self-sacrificing character], go and sell what you have 
and give to the poor, and you will have riches in heaven; and come, be My disciple [side 
with My party and follow Me].”
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John 18:37 “37 Pilate said to Him, Then You are a King? Jesus answered, You say it! 
[You speak correctly!] For I am a King. [Certainly I am a King!]  This is why I was born, and 
for this I have come into the world, to bear witness to the Truth. Everyone who is of the 
Truth [who is a friend of the Truth, who belongs to the Truth] hears and listens to My voice.”

Purpose …

The exhorter is called on, to exercise control over the principle of pain and suffering, to use 
their ability to interact with many people to open their hearts to God’s  plan for them, to see 
beyond the circumstance that others are currently living in, to develop the potential of the 
individual and the land.

In practical terms the purpose of the exhorter will be revealed in the following ways:

• By describing or prescribing a how-to-do-it list, they will advocate acting on some 
concept rather than by building a foundation of truth by facts.

• By the encouragement of others to live life “victoriously”, they will always be 
challenging the level of potential of others.

• Finding out what “works” for them through experience and then checking to see if 
they can validate this experience in Biblical terms.

• By living life of what they believe, instead of just talking the talk – to demonstrate 
their faith in practical ways.

James 2:18, 20, 22, 26 “18 But someone will say [to you then], You [say you] have faith, 
and I have [good] works. Now you show me your [alleged] faith apart from any [good] 
works [if you can], and I by [good] works [of obedience] will show you my faith.  20 Are you 
willing to be shown [proof], you foolish (unproductive, spiritually deficient) fellow, that faith 
apart from [good] works is inactive and ineffective and worthless?  22 You see that [his] 
faith was cooperating with his works, and [his] faith was completed and reached its 
supreme expression [when he implemented it] by [good] works.  26 For as the human 
body apart from the spirit is lifeless, so faith apart from [its] works of obedience is also 
dead.”

• By the way in which they accept people – who are not perfect – and do not judge 
them, but love, accept and forgive them.

How do we identify the exhorter?

Someone who:

• Is very horizontal and relational.  They are always ready for a party, skilled at 
maintaining relationship at all cost.

• Can easily talk to people they have never met – they have the ability to make 
people like them.

• Is a master communicator, capable of having loud arguments.
• Is not intimidated by new ideas, quick to see opportunity and/or abandon other 

plans.
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• Takes opinion poles  to find out what the majority think, before aggressively pursuing 
the consensus idea, they will apply a truth without doing any research in to the 
subject matter.

• Who love to do personal counseling, but will equally quickly discontinue this if they 
do not see effort to change.

• Who want to clear up problems with others  quickly, even to the extent that they will 
take the blame to put the relationship in right standing.

The self-image of the exhorter:

Generally the exhorter will have a good self-image, because of their positive attitude and 
friendly disposition they will treat all problems as if they belong somewhere “else”.  The 
exhorter will often resort to compromise – live and let live – in order that they can retain 
their level of popularity.

Exhorters will also show a streak of independence, even a level of rebellion to authority 
figures.  They like to think that their ability to talk in every situation will get authority figures 
to change their minds on a decision that has already been made.  

Exhorters exhibit some degree of temper tantrum – they will let you know if they don’t get 
their way in a situation.

Critical success factors:

The exhorter must go regularly to God for direction, without God’s true Word they have 
nothing to put into the “place” that they have opened up in the hearts and minds  of others.  
They must take control of their “good intentions” and leave God to do the work or else they 
will pull people along a man-made plan just like the gravitation pull of the moon on the sea 
– the “I-know-it-all” and “every situation” mentality.  They must not only surround 
themselves with people that are weaker or need them, but must submit to Godly 
leadership.

The exhorter must learn to be careful to speak only the minimum number of words, which 
would adequately describe what God has told them to say.  Their willingness to add 
addition words to “explain” can cause wounds in the hearts of other people.
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E. Gift of the Giver

Y’shua [Jesus] as the Giver:

Luke 4:43 “43 But He said to them, I must preach the good news (the Gospel) of the 
kingdom of God to the other cities [and towns] also, for I was sent for this [purpose].”

Mark 6:41 “41 And taking the five loaves and two fish, He looked up to heaven and, 
praising God, gave thanks and broke the loaves and kept on giving them to the disciples to 
set before the people; and He [also] divided the two fish among [them] all.”

John 15:13 “13 No one has greater love [no one has shown stronger affection] than to lay 
down (give up) his own life for his friends.”

Purpose …

The giver has been given authority over the principle of stewardship, these people have a 
generational world-view, and they are intentionally preparing the way for the family after 
them to accumulate resources.  Abraham had wealth, peace and security, but he did not 
have a son to pass this onto and therefore came back to ask God for Isaac.
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The restoration of God’s Gift of stewardship is manifested in:

• The level of intercession done by the Giver for the needs of others and for the joy 
that is manifested when his prayers are answered.

• By the quality and excellence of the work, gift or help that is provided and the 
amount of careful consideration that is made with the gift.

• By the level and intensity of the hospitality that is extended to others.

How do we identify the giver?

Someone who:

• Is very independent, has a strong belief in the system of tithes and blessings.
• Will not be manipulated, they know that you must first get the harvest before you 

can give, will only give based on the leading of the Holy Spirit.
• Is not confrontational by nature.
• Will contribute money, time, encouragement, empowerment (teach the people to 

fish), and so forth.
• Has a heart for the Kingdom but is seldom an evangelist worker and will also want 

to delegate spiritual warfare to others.
• Is alert to opportunities, has a natural ability toward business.
• Is a very private person, will impact others without them knowing about it.

The self-image of the giver:

Givers are generally happy and positive people, but tend to be reserved or shy.  This will 
mean that givers will sometimes end up with a poor self-image.  Givers who have learnt to 
talk about issues that they are facing will open up to their circle of friends.  Casual 
acquaintances will not be included in these intimate details  and could feel that they are cut 
off.  The giver will seldom pick a fight and will avoid arguments.

Critical success factors:

• The giver must walk in holiness. God promises to provide, but God expects a 
permanent wall of integrity.

• The giver must stay in relationship to God, and must know and believe that God is 
the Source … that their blessing and wealth doesn’t come from their own talents 
and/or effort, but from the Hand of God.
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F. Gift of the Ruler [Joseph – Genesis 30-40; Deborah – 
Judges 4-5]

Y’shua [Jesus] as Ruler:

Mark 9:2-3 “2 Six days after this, Jesus took with Him Peter and James and John and led 
them up on a high mountain apart by themselves. And He was transfigured before them 
and became resplendent with divine brightness.  3 And His garments became glistening, 
intensely white, as no fuller (cloth dresser, launderer) on earth could bleach them.”

Mark 3:13-14 “13 And He went up on the hillside and called to Him [for Himself] those 
whom He wanted and chose, and they came to Him.  14 And He appointed twelve to 
continue to be with Him, and that He might send them out to preach [as apostles or special 
messengers]”

Matthew 28:18 “18 Jesus approached and, breaking the silence, said to them, All 
authority (all power of rule) in heaven and on earth has been given to Me.”

Matthew 10:5-8 “5 Jesus sent out these twelve, charging them, Go nowhere among the 
Gentiles and do not go into any town of the Samaritans; 6 But go rather to the lost sheep 
of the house of Israel.  7 And as you go, preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven is at 
hand!  8 Cure the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, drive out demons. Freely 
(without pay) you have received, freely (without charge) give.”
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Purpose …

The ruler must stand for and attain the spiritual dominion to release powerful generational 
blessing of freedom to those who they have been able to call around them.  His 
righteousness, his sovereign anointing of God and his ability to provide resources to 
followers will make him effective – it’s to be about the King’s business.

The restoration of God’s Gift of rulership and the release of generational freedom is 
manifested:

• By someone who accepts responsibility for a job only when he has appointed and 
given the full-delegated authority – however in time of crisis he will come to the fore 
to take leadership in a vacuum.

• By the level of excellence of the manner and content of the communication on all 
matters that pertain to each level of stakeholder. 

• By the way in which he sees success as  a collective achievement, readily giving 
credit to others for the work that they have accomplished.

• By the way that he regularly introduces new and/or old techniques to different 
situations as the need arises.

Matthew 13:52 “52 He said to them, Therefore every teacher and interpreter of the Sacred 
Writings who has been instructed about and trained for the kingdom of heaven and has 
become a disciple is like a householder who brings forth out of his storehouse treasure 
that is new and [treasure that is] old [the fresh as well as the familiar].”

How do we identify the ruler?

Someone who:

• Can use imperfect people to implement and complete the goal – the vision, plan, 
and action.

• Is skilled at time management and is able to put the pieces of the puzzle together at 
the right time.

• Pulls together people under a common vision, builds loyalty, he gets  people to 
follow the cause or vision.

Proverbs 29:18 “18 Where there is no vision [no redemptive revelation of God], the 
people perish; but he who keeps the law [of God, which includes that of man]—blessed 
(happy, fortunate, and enviable) is he.”

• Gathers a core of good leaders – he identifies the ability of others, he nurtures and 
releases people into all aspects of leadership (delegates).

• Does not believe in welfare.
• Accepts the blame for mistakes and goes about fixing things.
• Is an empire builder.
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The self-image of a ruler:

Generally, the ruler is a well-balanced individual who is extremely capable, and has a large 
circle of friends … consequently they have strong self-images.  They are motivated by 
reasons and facts, and therefore do not easily allow their feelings to rule them.  Their 
levels  of energy and enthusiasm will be high.  Their mode of communication will be via 
systematic diagrams, drawings, or plans.

Critical success factors:

• A ruler must walk in integrity, in holiness, in freedom, in spiritual authority or else 
they will build a kingdom that will have no legacy.

• A ruler must be careful that his focus on the goal does not become too intense so 
that he sometimes fails to see the other issues and neglects  the people whom he 
has to serve.

• A ruler can’t be neutral, he must walk in holiness.
• A ruler must be able to handle a high level of criticism while they go about the job.
• A ruler must learn to allow other people to do things in their own level of timing – the 

job does not always have to be done today.
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G. Gift of Mercy and Compassion

Y’shua [Jesus] as Mercy and Compassion:

Matthew 14:14 “14 When He went ashore and saw a great throng of people, He had 
compassion (pity and deep sympathy) for them and cured their sick.”

Matthew 15:32 “32 Then Jesus called His disciples to Him and said, I have pity and 
sympathy and am deeply moved for the crowd, because they have been with Me now 
three days and they have nothing [at all left] to eat; and I am not willing to send them away 
hungry, lest they faint or become exhausted on the way.”

Matthew 19:14 “14 But He said, Leave the children alone! Allow the little ones to come to 
Me, and do not forbid or restrain or hinder them, for of such [as these] is the kingdom of 
heaven composed.”

John 11:35 “35 Jesus wept.”

Purpose …

The person who has the gift of mercy knows the heart of God, and can sense what they 
must do to bring to fulfillment God’s plan for others to possess their God-given birthright 
without any effort of their own.

So many people are hurting.  Is that why we find that many people have been given the 
gift of mercy and compassion?  This  person shows his  compassion with joyfulness, a 
readiness of mind, to penetrate the heart of the afflicted, with the grace of a giving God.
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The restoration of this gift of fulfilling God’s plan of love is manifested by:

• An ability to always  see the good in other people, by a capacity to reveal God’s 
Love to them.

• An ability to sense and feel the emotional status of people and to reach out with 
words, acts of love and affirmation to change their perception of God.

• The number of times they will become the crusader for good causes, and how they 
will stand and fight for the lost, homeless and wounded.

• An ability to find ways to help people restore relationship with one another and will 
visibly grieve over the woundedness in relationships.

• The degree to which we will see them rejoice when others are blessed or grieved 
when others are hurt.

How do we identify the mercy gift?

• They rarely have enemies and never hurt anybody, but they easily detect insincerity 
or wrong motives.

• They are safe people to share and be with, they love doing good deeds for others.
• They have an inborn sense of knowing who the hurt and wounded are.
• They are slow to transition from one thing to the next.
• They crave soul and physical contact, they “feel” like the other people do.
• They have a pre-disposition to worship.
• They are ruled by the heart and not by the head.

The self-image of the mercy gift:

The mercy child will usually have a poor self-image.  Family and friends will have hurt 
approximately 70% of all mercy people.  Their emotions are subject to highs  and low and 
mainly function on how they feel at that point in time, because they generally have a 
dislike for logical thinking patterns.

They would see every decision that does not fit with their needs as a personal wound.  
They are highly sensitive to the needs of others, but are often shy and therefore do not 
easily step forward to make new friendships.  There will be some idealism in their 
approach to life – they will always favor the underdog.

Critical success factors:

• Mercy has to learn to confront people, or else they can easily be hurt.
• Mercy has to learn to be decisive, to make the correct decisions  even though it will 

affect others negatively.
• Mercy must learn to handle spiritual leadership abuse effectively so that the anger 

which lies hidden does not explode.
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• Mercy must sanctify time or else they will have their time taken up with “good” 
deeds which are not necessarily what God wants.

• Mercy has to learn not to take up other people’s offenses and fight their battles for 
them – they must learn to be slow to take offense.

Practical Application

You and your spouse will now have seen that you both have at least two major gifts 
operating in your lives. 

Take some time to discuss:

• How you experienced some of the strong factors of your spouse’s gifts.
• How you experienced some of the negative aspects of that gift.

Take time to draft an action-plan stating how you commit to:

• Better appreciate your spouse’s gifts.
• Adapt your role model of these gifts in order that you can show God’s Glory in 

action.

Take time to merge the major gifts of each spouse into one picture.

Highlight the good as well as the possible conflict areas.
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Part 3: Isaac’s Foundation To The 
Marriage

Isaac in his  turn will find a wife, Rebecca, someone who will compliment him and walk 
together with him on his journey of purpose.

Particularly powerful is  the image at the well when Abraham’s servant arrives there.  
Rebecca comes …

• To give water to the stranger.
• To water every one of the ten camels.
• Offer accommodation.
• To accept the offer to be the bride of a man she has not yet met.

This image reflects the values and principles of a covenantal marriage.  

A couple …

• Who draws life from the well of submission,
• Who follows and keeps the Ten Commandments diligently, in love.
• Who opens their home as a dwelling to all – God’s House was  there from the very 

beginning.
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In the beginning … Genesis 1:1

The Hebrew word for “in”, which is the letter “b”, is a prefix that can also be translated “for”. 
The letter “b” in Hebrew also means “house”. 

The first verse in the Bible can therefore also be translated, “For the Messiah God created 
the heavens and the earth.”  Or, “God created the heavens and the earth as a house for 
the Messiah”.

Isaac’s life journey reveals some interesting principles, which are related to the subject 
matter of communication.

1. The altar principle of prayer …

More than anyone else Isaac focused on the inner spirit man.  He becomes a worshipper 
and a man of prayer.  

We see this …

• At the time when Isaac goes with his father “to worship” as his father plans a 
sacrificial offering. 

• At the time when he is described as in “meditation in the field” as his bride arrives, 
• At the time when he goes into fervent prayer to plead with God from a place of 

absolute brokenness on behalf of his children.
• As man interceding for others.
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His petitions will be:

• From a humble heart,
• The baring of his soul as he cries out,
• As a man after Gods own heart.

He will stay on the land of Covenantal Promise all the days of his life.

Marriage too, will require you to learn: 

• To turn to God, 
• To stay in brokenness, 
• To wait on God to answer your prayers,

… as circumstances, differences of opinions, and the impact of various bloodlines  come 
upon the new family.
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Questions

1. How many times do you petition and pray for your partner and family?1. How many times do you petition and pray for your partner and family?1. How many times do you petition and pray for your partner and family?

2. Does your partner see the Light of God’s Shekinah Glory when they come 
to you to hear what they must do?
2. Does your partner see the Light of God’s Shekinah Glory when they come 
to you to hear what they must do?
2. Does your partner see the Light of God’s Shekinah Glory when they come 
to you to hear what they must do?

Yes No

The aspect of prayerful meditation means that you must listen to hear what 
God AND your partner says!
The aspect of prayerful meditation means that you must listen to hear what 
God AND your partner says!
The aspect of prayerful meditation means that you must listen to hear what 
God AND your partner says!

3. How often do you remain silent?  How often do you remember what they 
said?  How often do you try to understand your partner’s point of view?
3. How often do you remain silent?  How often do you remember what they 
said?  How often do you try to understand your partner’s point of view?
3. How often do you remain silent?  How often do you remember what they 
said?  How often do you try to understand your partner’s point of view?

You must talk with compassion and wisdom, taking each other’s view into 
consideration.
You must talk with compassion and wisdom, taking each other’s view into 
consideration.
You must talk with compassion and wisdom, taking each other’s view into 
consideration.

4. How often do you insist on your version of the facts?  How important is it 
that view must be heard, even when you are right?  How often do you try to 
talk to and agree on the areas of common ground?

4. How often do you insist on your version of the facts?  How important is it 
that view must be heard, even when you are right?  How often do you try to 
talk to and agree on the areas of common ground?

4. How often do you insist on your version of the facts?  How important is it 
that view must be heard, even when you are right?  How often do you try to 
talk to and agree on the areas of common ground?

You must respond to the view of others in a manner, which seeks to reach a 
solution.
You must respond to the view of others in a manner, which seeks to reach a 
solution.
You must respond to the view of others in a manner, which seeks to reach a 
solution.
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5. How often do you build on the good points of your partner?  How often do 
you compliment others on their unique way to build the solution?
5. How often do you build on the good points of your partner?  How often do 
you compliment others on their unique way to build the solution?
5. How often do you build on the good points of your partner?  How often do 
you compliment others on their unique way to build the solution?

6. Do you ever respond in anger?6. Do you ever respond in anger?6. Do you ever respond in anger?

Yes No

7. Do you ever respond in harsh words?7. Do you ever respond in harsh words?7. Do you ever respond in harsh words?

Yes No

8. Do you ever respond in violence?8. Do you ever respond in violence?8. Do you ever respond in violence?

Yes No

Share your answers and discuss …
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2.The principle of re-digging wells [yachafer et-be’er]

Marriage, children, and family will mean that we will face circumstances where the 
revelation that you have received could easily be overridden.  Each person has their own 
will, their own way of thinking, their own way of doing things.

God calls us to continuously re-dig the wells of our purpose – to remove the rocks  [that 
others have dropped in] in order that the waters of life can flow again.

One of our skills of communication is to ensure that:

• We hold others in higher esteem.
• We connect with others and make them feel welcome and special.
• We make others feel that we are open to their views.
• While we stay uniquely true to our own values.
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Questions

1. Do you always make sure that your partner’s view is held in high esteem 
and value?
1. Do you always make sure that your partner’s view is held in high esteem 
and value?
1. Do you always make sure that your partner’s view is held in high esteem 
and value?

Yes No

2. Do you always protect and cover your spouse’s opinions and actions in 
front of other people?
2. Do you always protect and cover your spouse’s opinions and actions in 
front of other people?
2. Do you always protect and cover your spouse’s opinions and actions in 
front of other people?

Yes No

Share your answers and discuss …
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3. The principle of abiding in His Will [yashev]

Life is full of challenges and trials …

• People will disappoint us.
• Economic trials and recessions will come from time to time.
• Interpersonal conflict will arise.

At all time we must choose not to overreact when we are under stressful situations.
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Questions

1. Do you place an extra guard on how you speak, what you say, how you 
respond when pressure are put on you?
1. Do you place an extra guard on how you speak, what you say, how you 
respond when pressure are put on you?
1. Do you place an extra guard on how you speak, what you say, how you 
respond when pressure are put on you?

Yes No

2. More importantly, how quickly do you move to say you are sorry?2. More importantly, how quickly do you move to say you are sorry?2. More importantly, how quickly do you move to say you are sorry?

Share answers and discuss …
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4.The five love languages6

There are five love languages.  We will utilize the questionnaire to find out what your love 
language is.

Before we do this …

What do you think your language is?

What do you think your spouse’s love language is?

Discuss your answers.  Do you agree?

Let’s complete the questionnaire, and see what the results are.
 
Everyone has a primary love language.  Importantly, each one of us needs to:

• Know their spouse’s language.
• Learn to speak that language.
• Learn to express one’s love in such a manner that we show that we are always 

renewing the covenant.
• Make sure that you keep your spouse’s emotional tank full at all times.

 
If you are committed to expressing and meeting your spouse’s love language often, then 
you will have discovered a part of the secret to keeping your love alive and your 
commitment to the covenant strong. 

As soon as you do this, you are starting to increase the area of common ground between 
the two of you, and the level of becoming ONE will allow God to speak much clearer to you 
on matters that concern your relationship.
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Words of affirmation …
 

The following attributes describe this language.

Importantly, we need to remember and recall God’s  Word – that the power of life and death 
are to be found in the tongue.

With this love language, you make use of words that:
 

• Build up – such as words of appreciation and words that complement one another.
• Encouraging words – words that seek to empower others to attempt new goals.  

That is, words that remove any sense of insecurity.
• Kind words – words that reveal a compassion for others as they journey through 

difficult circumstances.  Remember, a soft answer turns away anger.
• Humble words – where we acknowledge the help and support that others give us.  

That is, we make requests, not demands.  We give guidance, not ultimatums.
• Written words – a short love letter, a card on a bunch of flowers.

Solomon teaches us that “an anxious heart weighs a man down, but a kind word cheers 
him up.”
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Quality time …
 

This  love language can be described as the gift of giving your spouse undivided attention.  
Nothing in the world matters for this defined space of time.

We show this by:

• A time of togetherness.  A special meeting at which we show undivided attention to 
everything that your spouse wants to say on a particular topic.

• A time of quality conversation.  We reveal this by the amount of detailed listening 
that we do, absorbing all of the points made, and trying to understand the relevance 
and flow without entering into a debate or interrupting the conversation.

• A process of learning to talk openly about events and incidents that have impacted 
your life.

• Taking part in quality activities.  Doing things together that your spouse would like to 
store away in a memory bank to recall later when you are old.  Examples could be 
walking on the beach, or going on a coffee date.
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Receiving gifts …
 

The following attributes describe this language:

A gift is a symbol of thought.  It reflects the act of thinking about what your spouse would 
like, of the time taken to purchase the item, of the time taken to wrap it and the entire act 
of presenting it.  This whole process expresses the love language of giving.
 
This language takes two forms:
 

• It can be represented in the act of giving a physical gift, which is  coupled to the 
amount of money that you have to give.  A gift, which only costs a few Euros, is  of 
equal value to the gift that costs more than you really can afford.  It’s the attitude of 
the heart and the thought behind the gift that counts.

• We can also give the gift of ourselves.  We do this  by making sure that your spouse 
is  always the primary focus of your life.  This is  where you are prepared to offer up 
the game of golf; or the day at the cricket ground to do something that would mean 
at lot for your wife.  It’s called the power of being there for each other.
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Acts of service …
 

The following attributes describe this language:
 
This  is the gift of reaching out to help your spouse, to refresh, bless, empower, or help 
them.  This act of service must be in love.  If for any reason we serve each other in fear, 
under coercion, or manipulation … then we have become a doormat.  At no stage should I 
feel any resentment as a result of the service that I give, otherwise my spouse will be 
misusing my love language.

It can take the form of doing any menial task around the house that will alleviate stress or 
pressure.

It can take the form of an act of service to make your spouse feel great – just as Y’shua 
[Jesus] did when He washed the feet of the disciples.
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Physical touch …
 

The following attributes describe this language:
 
We are made up of our soul [will, mind, and emotions], our spiritman, and our body.  We 
are most conscious of our self as a body.  How we look in the physical often determines 
how we feel about ourselves.

This  gift of touch emphasizes the support and help that we offer.  Every touch introduces a 
sense of release of an inner strength that your spouse may need during a difficult time.  
Often this gift can make or break a relationship.

We experience this in the following ways:

• Actual touch – a tap, or hand on the shoulder,
• Holding hands,
• Kissing,
• A tender hug or embrace,
• A back rub to remove the effect of strained muscles,
• Sexual intercourse.
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Discovering your own love language …
 

• What does your spouse either do and/or not do, that causes you to feel hurt?  The 
opposite of what hurts you is probably your love language.

• What have you most often requested from your spouse?  That need will reflect your 
love language.

• In what way do you express your love for your spouse?  That would reflect your 
own need.

Questions

1. How regularly do you, with a planned action, meet your spouse’s need?1. How regularly do you, with a planned action, meet your spouse’s need?1. How regularly do you, with a planned action, meet your spouse’s need?

2. What action plan do you have to ensure that you respond to your spouse 
more often … and better?
2. What action plan do you have to ensure that you respond to your spouse 
more often … and better?
2. What action plan do you have to ensure that you respond to your spouse 
more often … and better?

Share answers and discuss …
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Part 4: Jacob’s Foundation To The 
Marriage

Jacob marries two sisters and takes on two more concubines.  He “makes” the nation of 
Israel.  The mixture of all of the wives, mothers, and children – with all of their individual 
needs, fears and reactions – means that Jacob’s journey with God highlights for us certain 
principles on how to deal with conflict … and how to walk in forgiveness.

Both Abraham and Isaac seem to lead exemplary lives  – they do make some mistakes – 
but by and large they do momentous things for the Kingdom.

Jacob is however another story all together.  He is  the son with the birthright7 and bless … 
however, he still does not have a real relationship with God.  His ideas  are still very much 
focused on what he thinks life is  all about!  We will see one incident after another, one 
decision after another, where Jacob walks in his own strength.

The power of Jacob’s story – in relation to the question of marriage – is this, namely … 
that if Jacob could go so far wrong, make so many mistakes, get into so much trouble and 
still find his way back to God then anything is possible in our relationship as well.
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1. Jacob teaches us to wrestle [abaq] with God and man …

Jacob has gone through life being in trouble, causing trouble … but surely his greatest act 
of hurt is his treachery towards his brother Esau.  

This  act of deceit8, together with the act of running away, has  changed the initial feeling of 
hatred to murder in Esau’s heart.  Jacob has yet to face these trials – but he has never 
done something like this in his life – he has always run away!

As Jacob comes face to face with Esau, he continues to make his own plans.  He splits his 
family and possessions in two and hopes that one half will make it safely!

God intervenes – and Jacob wrestles with The Angel of the Lord all night long.

Genesis 32:24 “24  And Jacob  was left alone, and a Man wrestled with him until 
daybreak.”

We find something interesting in this process of wrestling.  We tend to think of it as the 
physical activity between two people – the staining of muscles.  However, in the Hebrew 
we discover a different understanding.

Strong’s 79: abaq (7c); from an unused word; to wrestle:— wrestled(2).

Jacob wrestled with:

• God’s Words,
• God’s Ways,
• God’s Presence,

… until his character was changed from within.

Even more interesting is the Hebrew meaning of the word “man” [ish] which gives us this 
picture form:

• Alef = God
• Yod = Divine Hand
• Shin = Ascending flames of fire

This  shows us that it was God that intervened until Jacob was a changed man.  As a 
changed man, he can now deal with the conflict.
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He accepts  his part in the conflict and recognizes that Esau had not only lost the blessing 
… but also in a sense, lost materially.  He sends out gifts of a physical nature to bring 
restitution for the loss.  However, Jacob recognizes that they are still – and will always be – 
worlds apart. 

Jacob is from the Kingdom of Light, and Esau from the kingdom of darkness.  Jacob 
realizes that although they are brothers in the physical, they are miles  apart in the spirit, 
and very different.  

He finds a way to let Esau go back to Seir while he, Jacob, goes on to Sukkot.  Note, 
Jacob and Esau never live together.

Jacob deals with the generational conflict between them.  Even though, since before his 
birth, the prophetic word was always that he would be lord over Esau, he nevertheless 
knows that Esau needs to hear in order to bring peace – and so he calls him “my lord”.

Genesis 33:13, 14 “13  But Jacob  replied, You know, my lord, that the children are tender 
and delicate and need gentle care, and the flocks and herds with young are of concern to 
me; for if the men should overdrive them for a single day, the whole of the flocks would die.  
14  Let my lord, I pray you, pass over before his servant; and I will lead on slowly, 
governed by [consideration for] the livestock that set the pace before me and the 
endurance of the children, until I come to my lord in Seir.”

These words, that were crucial to resolve the conflict, did not remove his  birthright or 
blessing.  Nevertheless, we can see that the prophetic word would be realized.

Down through the ages:

• David controlled the Edomites [2 Samuel 8: 14],
• Hasmoenan priests drove out the Greco-Romans.  Rome was known as the 

descendants of Esau.

Marriage also calls for both parties  to be ready to deal with conflict.  Very often both sides 
have a whole portion of the truth and/or right attitude … but invariably also have a position 
or part that is wrong or false.
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Questions

1. Will you hold onto God’s Word, Will, and Presence – to wrestle with the 
issue until you breakthrough?
1. Will you hold onto God’s Word, Will, and Presence – to wrestle with the 
issue until you breakthrough?
1. Will you hold onto God’s Word, Will, and Presence – to wrestle with the 
issue until you breakthrough?

Yes No

2. Will you hang on to the goal of reconciliation until you experience the 
blessing?
2. Will you hang on to the goal of reconciliation until you experience the 
blessing?
2. Will you hang on to the goal of reconciliation until you experience the 
blessing?

Yes No

This is commitment to the covenant!This is commitment to the covenant!This is commitment to the covenant!

3. Do you always have to win or have the last word to say?3. Do you always have to win or have the last word to say?3. Do you always have to win or have the last word to say?

Yes No

4. Do you recognize and affirm that which is valid in your partner?4. Do you recognize and affirm that which is valid in your partner?4. Do you recognize and affirm that which is valid in your partner?

Yes No

5. Do you ever offer the “appeasement” that your partner needs for closure?5. Do you ever offer the “appeasement” that your partner needs for closure?5. Do you ever offer the “appeasement” that your partner needs for closure?

Yes No

Share answers and discuss …
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2. Jacob teaches us the t’shuvah [forgiveness] principle …

The process of reaching forgiveness starts by making the following steps:

• Repentance – knowing I am wrong,
• Return – commonly taught as  a process of turning around, but it should rather be a 

position of returning to the core of our root system – God’s Principles,
• Extending – asking for and receiving forgiveness, saying you are sorry,
• Rededication of the covenant.

Exodus 33:4–11 “4  But Esau ran to meet him, and embraced him and fell on his neck and 
kissed him, and they wept. [Luke 15:20.]  5  [Esau] looked up and saw the women and the 
children and said, Who are these with you? And [Jacob] replied, They are the children 
whom God has graciously given your servant.  6  Then the maids came near, they and 
their children, and they bowed themselves.  7  And Leah also with her children came near, 
and they bowed themselves. After them Joseph and Rachel came near, and they bowed 
themselves.  8  Esau said, What do you mean by all this company which I met? And he 
said, These are that I might find favor in the sight of my lord.  9  And Esau said, I have 
plenty, my brother; keep what you have for yourself.  10  But Jacob replied, No, I beg of 
you, if now I have found favor in your sight, receive my gift that I am presenting; for truly to 
see your face is to me as if I had seen the face of God, and you have received me 
favorably.  11  Accept, I beg of you, my blessing and gift that I have brought to you; for God 
has dealt graciously with me and I have everything. And he kept urging him and he 
accepted it.”
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Marriage is  the closest relationship on earth between two people.  It requires people, often 
of different:

• Cultural backgrounds,
• Value systems,
• Experiences,
• Spiritual values,
• As well as two different bloodlines,

… having to agree, by covenantal commitment, to the principle that they will both work to 
unite into one new bloodline.
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Questions

1. Do you take responsibility to apologize and set the standard for 
reconciliation?
1. Do you take responsibility to apologize and set the standard for 
reconciliation?
1. Do you take responsibility to apologize and set the standard for 
reconciliation?

Yes No

2. Do you, if you have agreed that a particular behavior is unacceptable, set a 
plan in place to prevent, reduce the problem?
2. Do you, if you have agreed that a particular behavior is unacceptable, set a 
plan in place to prevent, reduce the problem?
2. Do you, if you have agreed that a particular behavior is unacceptable, set a 
plan in place to prevent, reduce the problem?

Yes No

3. Do you recommit to the covenant?3. Do you recommit to the covenant?3. Do you recommit to the covenant?

Yes No

Share answers and discuss …
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3. Love and respect9 …
 
The “secret” hidden in Ephesians 5:33.
 
In Ephesians  5:33, Paul writes: "Each one of you also must love his wife as he loves 
himself, and the wife must respect her husband”.

A husband is to obey the command to love even if his  wife does not obey this command to 
respect, and a wife is to obey the command to respect even if the husband does not obey 
the command to love. 
 
There is no justification for a husband to say, “I will love my wife after she respects me” nor 
for a wife to say, “I will respect my husband after he loves me”.

The love and respect connection in a marriage … 

It is very hard to love and respect.  When a husband feels disrespected, it is 
especially hard to love his  wife.  When a wife feels unloved, it is especially hard to respect 
her husband. 
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When a husband feels disrespected, he has a natural tendency to react in ways that feel 
unloving to his wife.  Perhaps the command to love was given to him precisely for this 
reason!

When a wife feels unloved, she has a natural tendency to react in ways that feel 
disrespectful to her husband.  Perhaps  the command to respect was given to her precisely 
for this reason!
 
The love and respect connection is  under constant threat that the connection that can be 
strained or even broken.  Without love, she reacts without respect. 

Why love and respect are primary needs …
 
You need to recognize that you're on the cycle, and learning how to keep it from spinning 
out of control by learning to meet each other's basic needs for love and respect. 

How can you be so sure the wife primarily needs to feel love and the husband primarily 
needs to feel respect?

The wife is the one who asks, "Does my husband love me as much as I love 
him?”  She knows she loves him, but she wonders at times if he loves her nearly as much. 

So when he comes across as unloving, a wife's usual approach is  to complain and criticize 
in order to motivate her husband to become more loving, sensitive, and caring. 
 
On the other hand, a husband will ask, "Does my wife respect me? 

Because he is  assured of her love, the wife's disapproval for the things he does for her is 
interpreted by the husband as disrespect and even contempt.  She has changed from 
being the admiring, ever-approving woman she was when they courted. 
 
The husband’s usual approach to motivate his wife to become more respectful is  by acting 
in unloving ways.  

The husband must love his wife as he loves himself, and the wife must respect her 
husband. 

Paul is issuing commands from God Himself.  In addition, the Greek word Paul uses for 
love in this  verse is “agape”, meaning unconditional love.  And the wording of the rest of 
the passage strongly suggests that the husband should receive unconditional respect.  
 
Spouses should not read this  verse to say, "Husbands, love your wives unconditionally, 
and wives, respect your husbands only if they have earned and deserve it."  In this verse, 
respect for the husband is just as important as love for the wife. 
 
Peter wrote to wives that if any husbands were disobedient to God's Word, "… they may 
be won without a word by the behavior of their wives, as  they observe your chaste and 
respectful behavior" [1 Peter 3:1-2].  Peter is definitely talking about unconditional respect.
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God is not pleased with a man like this, and such a man does  not "deserve" his wife's 
respect.  But Peter is not calling on wives to feel respect; he is  commanding them to show 
respectful behavior without conditions. 

God has ordained that wives respect their husbands in faith as a method to win husbands 
to Himself.  As a husband opens his spirit to God, he reopens his spirit to his wife.  

No husband feels  affection toward a wife who appears to have contempt for who he is as  a 
human being.  
 

We’re as different as pink and blue …
 

When the issue isn't the real issue, it is crucial to understand that one thing is going on in 
the spirit of the wife, and an entirely different thing is going on in the spirit of the husband. 

The opening chapters  of Genesis tell us God created them male and female.  But what it 
underlines is  that men and women are very different.  Peter notes that difference when he 
instructs  husbands to treat wives in a very specific way "since she is a woman" [1 Peter 
3:7]. 
 
The way I like to picture the difference between men and women is that the woman looks 
at the world through pink sunglasses that color all she sees. 

The man, however, looks at the world through blue sunglasses that color all he sees. 

Men and women can look at precisely the same situation and see life much differently. 
Inevitably, their pink and blue lenses cause their interpretation of things to be at odds to 
some degree. 
 
Not only do men and women see differently, but they also hear differently.  To carry the 
pink and blue analogy a little further, God created men with blue hearing aids and women 
with pink hearing aids. 
 
Because men and women have sunglasses and hearing aids  in different colors, they send 
each other messages in different codes. 
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When the spirit of your wife deflates  before your eyes, and you suddenly sense an issue, 
she's sending a code. 

Of course, if there were a thousand women watching and listening, wearing their pink 
sunglasses and pink hearing aids, they would quickly say, "Well, I know why that sweet 
little thing is shutting down on him.  She's so sweet and tender.  I can't believe it … look at 
how he's talking to her”.  To women, the code is obvious as they decipher the message 
through pink sunglasses and pink hearing aids. 

When the wife sees the spirit of her husband deflate, or he gets angry and won't talk, his 
behavior seems childish to her. 

But if a thousand men with blue sunglasses and blue hearing aids were watching and 
listening, they would say, "I know why that guy shut down on her.  Good grief!  Look at the 
way she's talking to him.  Unbelievable!  Get that witch a broom!" 

Are you beginning to see why male/female communication can be such a problem? 

Example:

A husband sends a “Happy Birthday” card to his wife on their anniversary.  When the wife 
sees that her husband has purchased a birthday card, her spirit deflates in an instant. He 
has forgotten their anniversary many times, but this is the last straw! Obviously, her 
husband doesn’t even love her enough to take the time to read a card he bought for her! 

So she sends him an angry message, and, of course, it was in code. Does he decode her 
words and expressions correctly? Of course not. He is wearing blue sunglasses. All he 
sees is  anger, irritation, and disrespect. He feels guilty, then irritated. After all, he made an 
honest mistake ... give him a break! 

But the wife peers through her pink sunglasses, and she will have none of this "honest 
mistake" bit. She takes the conflict to a new low by assassinating his character. He thinks 
more of his car than he thinks of her! 

That does it. He is glad he bought her a birthday card – it serves her right. He doesn't have 
to deal with this. And he walks out. So they both spend their tenth anniversary wondering 
how a little thing like a card could cause so much craziness. 

But, of course, the card wasn't really the issue. The real issue was that the wife felt 
unloved and responded the only way she knew how-by getting in her husband's face and 
telling him off. Note, not all wives do that, but most lean in that direction at such moments!

With her pink sunglasses and pink hearing aids firmly in place, she wanted him to be 
genuinely sorry – not defensive, but asking forgiveness. Then they could have gone out for 
a nice dinner. But his blue sunglasses and blue hearing aids wouldn't let that happen. 

His real issue – which he probably couldn’t even verbalize, is that he felt disrespected. He 
would show her, and so two essentially good-willed people wound up spinning on the 
Crazy Cycle with no clue about how to slow it down or stop it. 
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What do I mean by "good-willed people"? Simply that both of these people love each other 
a great deal. They do not mean real harm; they do not intend real evil toward one another. 
They are hurt and angry, but they still care deeply for one another.

That is why they spent their anniversary evening in separate rooms, miserable, wondering 
how this  whole stupid thing could have happened. And the reason neither will figure it out 
is that each blames the other for the whole sorry affair.

Paul reveals  commands from the very Heart of God as he tells  the husband he must love 
[agape] his wife unconditionally, and the wife must respect her husband, whether or not 
her husband comes across as loving. Note, however, that this verse gives  no command to 
a wife to agape love her husband. 

Why is there no command for a wife to agape her husband?

The Lord has created a woman to love. Her whole approach to nurture, her sensitivity, 
love, and compassion are all part of her very nature. In short, God designed the woman to 
love. He's  not going to command her to agape her husband when He created her to do 
that in the first place. 

“You’re stepping on my air horse!”
 
If a husband is commanded to agape-love his wife, then she truly needs  love. In fact, she 
needs love just as she needs air to breathe. 

When the husband sees the spirit of his wife deflate, he is stepping on her air hose. She is 
not getting the "air” she needs to breathe. She is crying out, "I feel unloved by you right 
now. I can't believe how unloving this feels. I can't believe you're doing this to me." 

Not only is  the husband commanded to love his  wife, but the wife is commanded to 
respect her husband. You see, the husband needs respect just as he needs air to breathe. 
He also has an air hose that runs  over to a big tank labeled "respect," and as long as the 
"air" is coming through, he is just fine. 
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The energizing cycle …

You and your spouse need to get on the energizing cycle and stay there!  This takes 
constant work!
  
To practice love and respect messages  on a daily basis we will look at six areas of key 
importance for each spouse.

C-O-U-P-L-E is advice for husbands with tips on Closeness, Openness, 
Understanding, Peacemaking, Loyalty, and Esteem. 

C-H-A-I-R-S cover advice for wives with tips on Conquest, Hierarchy, Authority, Insight, 
Relationship, and Sexuality. 
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Advice for husbands …

C-O-U-P-L-E
Your wife feels close to you when:
 

• You hold her hand. 
• You hug her. 
• You are affectionate without sexual intentions. 
• You are with her alone so you can focus on each other and laugh together. 
• You go for a walk or jog ... anything that results in togetherness. 
• You seek her out ... set up a date night ... eat by candlelight. 
• You go out of your way to do something for her, like run an errand. 
• You make it a priority to spend time with her. 
• You are aware of her as a person with a mind and opinions  … let her know you 

enjoy discussing things with her and getting her insights. 
• You suggest the unexpected ... get takeout and eat on the beach ... take a walk to 

see the full moon ... park on the bluff and watch the sunset. 
• You pillow talk after making love ... lie close with your arm around her and share 

feelings and intimate ideas ... and never turn on the sports channel. 

Your wife feels you are open to her when:
 

• You share your feelings, telling about your day and difficulties. 
• You say, "let's talk," ask her what she's feeling, and ask for her opinions. 
• Your face shows you want to talk – relaxed body language, good eye contact. 
• You take her for a walk to talk and reminisce about how you met or perhaps you talk 

about the kids and problems she may be having with them. 
• You pray with her. 
• You give her your full attention ... no grunting responses while trying to watch 
• TV, read the newspaper, or write emails. 
• You discuss financial concerns, possible job changes, or ideas for your future. 

Your wife feels you’re trying to understand her when:
 

• You listen and can repeat back what she said. 
• You don't try to "fix her problems" unless she specifically asks for a solution. 
• You try to identify her feelings. 
• You never dismiss her feelings, no matter how illogical they may seem to you. 
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• You say, "I appreciate your sharing that with me." 
• You don't interrupt her when she's trying to tell you how she feels. 
• You apologize and admit you were wrong. 
• You cut her some slack during her monthly cycle. 
• You see something that needs to be done and you do it without a lot of hassle. 
• You express appreciation for all she does: "Honey, I could never do your job." 
• You pray with her and for her.  

Your wife feels at peace with you when:
 

• You let her vent her frustrations and hurts and don't get angry and close her off. 
• You admit you are wrong and apologize by saying, "I'm sorry. Will you forgive me?" 
• You understand her natural desire to negotiate, compromise, and defer, and you 

meet her halfway. 
• You try to keep your relationship "up-to-date," resolving the unresolved and never 

saying, "Forget it."  
• You forgive her for any wrongs she confesses. 
• You never nurse bitterness and always reassure her of your love. 
• You pray with her after a hurtful time. 

 
Your wife is assured of your loyalty when:
 

• You speak highly of her in front of others. 
• You are involved in things important to her. 
• You help her make decisions, such as ones regarding the children. 
• You don't correct her in front of the children. 
• You don't look lustfully at other women. 
• You make her and your marriage a priority. 
• You are never critical of her or your children in front of others. 
• You include her in social gatherings when others may leave their spouses home. 
• You tell the kids, "Don't speak to your mother that way!" 
• You call and let her know your plans  – tell her where you are at all times so that she 

does not worry if you are running late. 
• You keep commitments. 
• You speak positively of her and the children at all times. 
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Your wife will feel esteemed when: 

• You say, "I'm so proud of the way you handled that." 
• You speak highly of her in front of others. 
• You open the door for her.
• You try something new with her. 
• You give her encouragement or praise with kindness and enthusiasm. 
• You notice something different about her hair or clothes. 
• You are physically affectionate with her in public. 
• You teach the children to show her and others respect. 
• You value her opinion in the gray areas as not wrong but just different and valid. 
• You choose family outings over "guy things." 
• You make her feel first in importance. 
• You are proud of her and all she does. 
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Advice for wives …

C-H-A-I-R-S
 
Your husband will feel you appreciate his desire to work and achieve when: 
 

• You tell him verbally in writing at you value his work efforts. 
• You express your faith in him related to his chosen field. 
• You listen to his work stories as closely as you expect him to listen to your accounts 

of what happens in the family. 
• You see yourself as his  helpmate and counterpart and talk with him about this 

whenever possible. 
• You allow him to dream as you did when you were courting. 
• You don't dishonor or subtly criticize his work "in the field" to get him to show more 

love "in the family." 
 
Your husband will feel you appreciate his desire to protect and provide when: 
 

• You verbalize your admiration of him for protecting you and being willing to die for 
you. 

• You praise his commitment to provide for and protect you and the family – he needs 
to know you don't take this for granted. 

• You empathize when he reveals his male mind-set about position, status, rank, or 
being one-up or one-down, particularly at work. 

• You never mock the idea of "looking up to him" as your protector to prevent him 
from "looking down on you." 

• You never, in word or body language, put down his job or how much he makes. 
• You are always ready to figuratively "light the candles,". 
• You quietly and respectfully voice concerns about finances and try to offer solutions 

on where you might be able to cut spending. 
 
Your husband will feel you appreciate his authority and leadership when: 

• You tell him you are thankful for his strength and enjoy being able to lean on him at 
times. 

• You support his self-image as a leader. 
• You never say, "You're responsible but we're still equal, so don't make a decision I 

don't agree with." 
• You praise his good decisions. 
• You are gracious if he makes a bad decision. 
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• You disagree with him only in private and honor his authority in front of the kids. 
• You give your reasons for disagreeing quietly and reasonably, but you never attack 

his right to lead. 
• You do not play "head games" with him to make him back down and be a "loving 

peacemaker." 
 
Your husband will feel you appreciate his insight and counsel when:

• You tell him upfront you just need his  ear – don't complain to him later that he 
always tries to "fix" you. 

• You thank him for his  advice without acting insulted or like he doesn't care about 
your feelings. 

• You recognize his problem-solving approach as his male brand of empathy. 
• You realize your vulnerabilities, especially among males, and value his protection.
• You counsel him respectfully when you differ with his  ideas – you can be right but 

wrong at the top of your voice. 
• You sometimes let him "fix things" and applaud his solutions. 
• You let him know that you believe God has made us male and female for a purpose 

and that we need each other. 
• You admit that you can sin and thank him for his perception and Godly counsel. 

 
Your husband will feel you value his shoulder-to-shoulder friendship when:
 

• You tell him you like him and you show it – he knows you love him, but he often 
wonders if you really like him. 

• You respond to his invitation to engage in recreational activities together or you 
come along to watch him – you don't have to go every time, but just now and then 
will energize him more than you realize. 

• You enable him to open up and talk to you as you do things shoulder to shoulder. 
• You encourage him to spend time alone, which energizes him to reconnect with you 

later. 
• You don't denounce his  shoulder-to-shoulder activities with his  male friends to get 

him to spend more face-to-face time with you. Respect his friendships, and he will 
be more likely to want you to join him shoulder to shoulder at other times. 

 
Your husband will feel you appreciate his desire for sexual intimacy when: 

• You respond to him sexually more often and initiate sex periodically. 
• You understand he needs sexual release just as you need emotional release. 
• You let him acknowledge his sexual temptations  without fearing he'll be unfaithful 

and without shaming him.
• You don't try to make him open up to you verbally by depriving him of sex. 
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A prayer of commitment …
 
Dear Father, 

I need You.  I cannot love or respect perfectly, but I know You hear me when I 
ask You for help.  Forgive me where I have been unloving or disrespectful.  I open my 
heart to You, Father.  I will not be fearful or angry at You or my spouse.  I see myself and 
my spouse in a whole new light, and I forgive my spouse.  I will appreciate my spouse as 
different, not wrong.  Lord, fill my heart with love and reverence for You.  Ultimately, this is 
about You and me.  It isn't about my spouse. 

Thank you for this enlightenment.  
 
My greatest reward comes from doing this unto You.  Prepare me this day for 
those moments of conflict.  I especially ask You to put love or respect in my heart when I 
feel unloved or disrespected.  There is no credit for loving or respecting when it is  easy.  At 
this  moment, I believe You hear me.  I anticipate Your response.  I have on my heart what 
is  on Your heart.  I thank You in advance for helping me take the next step. I believe You 
will reward me, and I believe this  touches Your heart as I do this  unto You.  It's between 
You and me.  I am a true believer. 
 
In the Name of Y’shua [Jesus] the Messiah!
 
Amen!

The sages have a saying …

“If a man loves his wife as he cares for his own body, and he honors her more than 
himself, he will guide his sons and daughters on a righteous path and he shall know peace 
in his tent.”
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Questions

1. How well did you [husband] understand and accept your covenantal 
commitment to unconditionally love your wife?
1. How well did you [husband] understand and accept your covenantal 
commitment to unconditionally love your wife?
1. How well did you [husband] understand and accept your covenantal 
commitment to unconditionally love your wife?

2. What aspect of love do you identify [from the list of advice for husbands 
and advice for wives] that you seldom do?
2. What aspect of love do you identify [from the list of advice for husbands 
and advice for wives] that you seldom do?
2. What aspect of love do you identify [from the list of advice for husbands 
and advice for wives] that you seldom do?

3. What action plan will you commit to implement a change in your 
relationship?
3. What action plan will you commit to implement a change in your 
relationship?
3. What action plan will you commit to implement a change in your 
relationship?

Share answers and discuss …
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4.Building an altar [miz be’ach] …

The best relationship between a husband and a wife will be when both achieve and 
practice the virtue of giving.  Then love will never cease and our lives will be happy and 
content for as long as they live.

Jacob builds an altar.  Pagan and/or religious people sometimes build altars because it 
makes them feel good.  An altar must be built to rededicate a covenant, but most 
importantly to ask of God that His Purposes and Will be found in the new commitment.

Genesis 35:13, 14 “13  Then God ascended from him in the place where He talked with 
him.  14  And Jacob set up a pillar (monument) in the place where he talked with [God], a 
pillar of stone; and he poured a drink offering on it and he poured oil on it.”

This picture formed from the Hebrew word looks something like this:

Strong’s 2076: zabach (256d); a prim. root; to slaughter for sacrifice:— made(1), offer(12), 
offer a sacrifice(2), offer to a sacrifice(1), offer sacrifices(3), offered(11), offered sacrifice(1), 
offering(2), offering sacrifices(1), offers a sacrifice(2), sacrifice(47), sacrificed(33), sacrifices(3), 
sacrificing(9), slaughter(3), slaughtered(3).
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• Zayin = Flaming sword held by an angel,
• Bet = A house or household,
• Cheth = Chuppah, the bridal canopy of the Messiah.

When we add the letter Mem, which is flowing water, we get the full picture.

An altar is a place where the household of the family of God, and who want to eat of the 
Tree of Life, willingly choose to submit to the Word of God and die to self through the 
Blood of Messiah, in order that they can pass under the Chuppah.  

So … how does this principle impact our lives today?

We use Jacob as our example for this reason: while the other faith figures also make 
mistakes, Jacob’s life story reflects a series of “me, mine, and I” choices, and of a person 
who only fully starts to sh’ma – hear, understand, and do what God asks  – later on in life.  
We can therefore say that this is  the example that would give everyone hope – there can 
always be a possible and wonderful end to the story.

The same is true in every marriage. Years of … misunderstandings, miscommunications, 
harsh fighting words – perhaps even abusive words and actions – can be changed into a 
flow of actions and words of a peaceful lifestyle.

Jacob was not always prepared for his God-Encounters.  He was not always sure how to 
change his character to match the change.

But …

Jacob always stepped into this portal of space and time to experience everything that God 
wanted to show him.  When he got the chance, he was fully committed to receive 
everything that he could.

We build altars in the physical, stone by stone, so that we can see what we need to pray 
for and ask revelation for – this is the ability to “see” into the spiritual realm.

Do you have a stone of …

1. Forgiveness.
a. Repentance,
b. Return,
c. Receiving forgiveness,
d. Rededication.
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2. Love and respect.
a. Closeness, 
b. Peacemaking,
c. Esteem,
d. Loyalty,
e. Openess.

3. Protecting your spouse.
a. Provision,
b. Security.

4. Speaking well of them.
a. No gossip,
b. Words of affirmation,
c. Words of purpose.

  
… to use to pack an altar?

As you pack each one of the “stones” that you have, you will recognize and realize that 
there are openings and gaps in your altar.

A prayer of commitment together with your spouse’s “stones” may fill some of the gaps.  
Also the reaching out to “see” what God wants you to do will cover this  until you have filled 
all the breaches.

Jacob “covered” his defects, problems, shortcomings by:

• Pouring out wine - symbolic of the Blood of Messiah and,
• Pouring oil - symbolic of the Holy Spirit anointing,

… over his altar.
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This  oil – often olive oil that has been fragranced or perfumed – figuratively prophesies 
that there is a richness and fruitfulness in this relationship.

Jacob goes one step further – he gives the place a name.

In the course of the years, during the trials and tribulations, the frustrations of 
misunderstandings – life in general – we have often spoken negative things over our 
marriage.  For example:

• This marriage is dead!
• I don’t love you anymore!
• The best thing for us now is to get a divorce!

We have cursed our marriages and even the individual person of your spouse!

Do you want to build an altar of rededication?

Our continual commitment to the principle of the altar becomes a regular flow of our daily 
journey with God.
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Questions

1. Have you done an audit of which stones are available and which is 
missing?
1. Have you done an audit of which stones are available and which is 
missing?
1. Have you done an audit of which stones are available and which is 
missing?

Yes No

2. Have you ever built an altar before?2. Have you ever built an altar before?2. Have you ever built an altar before?

Yes No

3. Have you both agreed how to fill each other’s missing stones?3. Have you both agreed how to fill each other’s missing stones?3. Have you both agreed how to fill each other’s missing stones?

4. Ask God to bless the oil that you use to declare new life and purpose for 
your marriage.
4. Ask God to bless the oil that you use to declare new life and purpose for 
your marriage.
4. Ask God to bless the oil that you use to declare new life and purpose for 
your marriage.

5. What “name” do you want to give to your marriage that will reflect your 
future vision?
 

5. What “name” do you want to give to your marriage that will reflect your 
future vision?
 

5. What “name” do you want to give to your marriage that will reflect your 
future vision?
 

6. Do you keep your altar moving in tune with God’s Word for your life daily?6. Do you keep your altar moving in tune with God’s Word for your life daily?6. Do you keep your altar moving in tune with God’s Word for your life daily?

Share answers and discuss …
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Part 5: Intimacy, The Tabernacle, And 
Body Oneness
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Physical pleasure with personal meaning …

If poor communication heads the list of marital complaints, sexual problems run a close 
second. Nowhere does disharmony between spouses express itself more painfully than in 
the bedroom.

Here is a sampling of the concerns I hear regularly in my counseling:

• "I feel so used by my husband. When he wants sex, he expects me to be ready at a 
moment's  notice. And he never will stop at just hugging me. We always  end up in 
the bedroom. It's made me pull away from him physically."

• "I can't understand why my wife is so unresponsive. I'd settle for a warm kiss  once 
in a while, but at best all I get is  mechanical cooperation. It sure makes it hard not to 
look somewhere else for satisfaction. I can't understand why she isn't more willing 
to meet my sexual needs."

• "I've never had an orgasm, I don't think. And I feel terrible about it! I guess I feel 
cheated when I see how much my husband enjoys  his climax. And to make it 
worse, I can't tell him the truth-I fake an orgasm. He'd be really upset if he knew he 
doesn't satisfy me."

• "My wife just isn't attractive to me anymore. She's critical, bossy, and overweight. 
She would never dress in the kind of sexy clothes I like. Now I couldn't care less 
what she wears. I'm just not interested anymore in putting together a good sex life 
with her."

• "Do you think oral sex is  wrong? My husband and I get along really well, except for 
this. He really wants me to do it, but just the idea turns me off. He says that if I 
really loved him, I'd be willing to at least give it a try."

• "Everything in our marriage is basically OK but our sex life just isn't right. Neither of 
us has any special problems with it, but we always wait till we're exhausted, and 
then it's more like a duty. There's just no romance to it."

Imagine yourself in the role of the counselor. What would you do to help these people? 
What are the problems behind their sexual difficulties … poor technique, insecurity, 
psychological hang-ups, selfishness, different levels of sex drive? Exactly what should a 
Christian couple experience in the privacy of their bedroom?

So far in this book, I have suggested that an intimate relationship between husband and 
wife is  nourished by the growth of spirit oneness, a turning to the Lord rather than to one's 
spouse to find security and significance, and soul oneness, a commitment to minister to 
the spouse's needs rather than manipulating to meet one's own needs.

The goal of oneness in marriage involves a third element. This element is too often 
regarded as central to a relationship, but it is happily necessary to complete the Biblical 
picture of marital oneness.

A human being is not only a spirit capable of relating personally to God, and a soul able to 
relate personally to other people – but also a body, a physical being equipped with five 
senses for relating as a body to other bodies.  
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We can touch each other’s bodies, smell them, often see them and hear the noises  they 
make and even taste them.  People can interact with their bodies.

Just as God has graciously provided instructions for our personal relationships, so has  He 
also communicated a special design for our physical relationships. Following this  design 
will result in a pleasurable and meaningful sexual relationship between husband and wife. 
In this chapter I will first explain what Body Oneness is and then tell how it can be 
developed.

Body oneness vs. fun sex …

Married couples who seek counseling because of sexual difficulties often ask for less  than 
what God wants to provide. Too often a man will want no more than to learn ejaculatory 
control and a woman will express  a desire for more frequent orgasms. Perhaps the most 
typical request is  for help in reducing tensions in the bedroom and in somehow finding a 
way for both partners to warmly anticipate and enjoy the sexual experience.

As I read the romantic story in the Song of Solomon, and meditate on the intended 
richness of the marriage union so rich that it serves as a living parable of the bond 
between Messiah and His  Bride – I cannot help but think that Christian couples are 
shortchanging themselves when all they want from their sexual relationship is more 
pleasure and less  frustration. I am not suggesting that we pursue some sort of 
"spiritualized sex" untouched by sheer sensual pleasure, but I do believe our sexual 
makeup equips  us to enjoy much more than a really good climax. To splash around in a 
puddle when God provides an ocean is no noble self-denial. It is  worse than foolish. It not 
only robs us of intended blessing but also robs God of glory and the joy of giving.
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Let me clarify this by making a distinction between body oneness and what I call "Fun 
Sex." As is his custom, satan has counterfeited what God offers to committed Christians. It 
is  quite clear – and the testimony of thousands affirms – that the only requirement for 
sexual pleasure is the proper positioning of two cooperative bodies. 

No emotional relationship between the two persons is needed. A man once told me that 
while he was in the service, he had sexual relations with dozens  of women and never 
knew even one of them by name. Yet the sex itself was  physically pleasurable to him. 
When I refer to sheer physical pleasure as “Fun Sex”, I am simply contrasting it with 
frustrating, dull, tension-filled sex. In no way do I suggest that only sinful sex can be fun.

Body oneness is different, from “Fun Sex” … and better. I use the term to refer to a 
physical relationship that a Christian couple can enjoy, two people who know something of 
the reality of spirit and soul Oneness. The distinction can be stated simply: “Fun Sex” 
involves physical pleasure without legitimate personal meaning.

Body oneness involves physical pleasure with personal meaning.  

Fun Sex

Something has gone wrong with the sexual drive. The natural appetite for erotic pleasure 
has become a mad tyrant, demanding fulfillment with no concern for either boundaries or 
consequences. Ruined reputations, shattered relationships, prematurely ended ministries 
– no price seems too high to pay for the pleasures of sex.
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Why?  Why has the biological desire for sexual fun become a slave master, driving people 
to disregard God’s Standards?

No bodily sensation is quite so intensely pleasurable or all consuming as sexual arousal 
and release. If we regard ourselves merely as bodies  and if we therefore want more than 
anything else to find some way to feel physically good, then sex is  the ticket. And the 
pursuit of sexual pleasure can become a strong preoccupation. The compulsive craving for 
erotic excitement prevalent in our society is rooted in our denial of ourselves as  real 
persons made for personal fellowship with God and others.

Women who wrestle with personal insecurities – "My husband doesn't seem to really care 
about me" – often turn to food, new clothes, or fulfilling jobs to numb the pain of feeling 
unloved. But there is no better anesthetic for personal pain than sexual intimacy.  The 
bodily pleasure of sexual release convincingly counterfeits  – at least for the moment – the 
personal joy of true security.

Men who are tormented with doubts about personal adequacy that rob them of peace and 
self-respect can quickly find a hassle-free substitute for masculine fulfillment through sex.  
Scores of men handle their wives’ rejection by having an affair or purchasing a 
pornographic magazine or masturbating while watching an x-rated movie of their fantasy.  
And it works … for a short time they feel really good.

But … rather than relieving or resolving the personal problems that result from rejection or 
criticism, sexual pleasure merely camouflages the pain with physical sensations.

The situation is like a man with a brain tumor getting drunk. Although he feels no pain, he 
is still dying.

The unresolved personal disorder – a lack of security and significance – still clamors for 
attention. And the demand is often felt as a strong urge to experience even more physical 
pleasure. 

A vicious circle is  set into motion – the anesthesia of sexual pleasure for personal pain 
drives the pain out of awareness where it is experienced no longer as a personal problem 
but as an urge for more physical pleasure. More pleasure then renders the pain less 
recognizable as personal and increases its  felt demand for physical relief, which leads to 
further sexual experiences-and on to the point of absolute degeneracy. What begins as  an 
effort to relieve a problem ends not in real solutions, but in additional problems.

Guilt, rationalization, further enslavement to inner urges, unanswered personal questions  – 
the wages of sin is death.  The way seems right, but the end is personal destruction.

Few affairs (including homosexual ones) are motivated simply by desire for the physical 
pleasure of the sexual orgasm. Although that unique thrill is a strong temptation in itself, 
the compulsive appeal of sex so evident in our society's frantic search for more pleasure 
grows out of opportunity that sex affords to feel a welcome and exciting relief from the 
steady, throbbing pain of insecurity and insignificance.

My major point is this … sex provides a physical solution for a personal problem. The evil 
thing is that it seems to work so well. During those few magic moments of sexual climax, a 
person experiences a consuming excitement in the body, which counterfeits, a sense of 
wholeness in the soul. 
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Satan's  most convincing imitation of the enduring and real personal worth available in 
Christ is the temporary but intense bodily pleasure of sex. He seeks to persuade us that 
when our bodies  are tingling with sexual excitement, we have reached the ultimate in our 
potential for satisfaction – there is nothing deeper to be enjoyed. And his argument is 
convincing to the degree that we regard ourselves as mere bodies evolved from 
impersonal matter and not as real persons made in the Image of a personal God.

So satan does  offer “Fun Sex” – sex that for a moment helps a women feel desirable, 
feminine, wanted, secure; sex that enables  a man to feel attractive, adequate, manly, 
significant. But Satan cannot offer meaningful relationship built on loving commitment to 
one another. “Fun Sex” is  a charade. It satisfies the body but leaves the real person empty 
and despairing. It offers pleasure for the body without meaning for the person.

Body oneness … worship.

God offers  something more than “Fun Sex”. His design for body oneness  provides us not 
only with the legitimate physical pleasure of sexual intimacy, but also with meaning. Body 
oneness includes pleasure for the body and rich meaning for the person. Consider how 
this works.

While I am trying to minister to my wife’s  personal needs, I sense needs within me. It is  at 
this  point I must take very seriously the conviction that nearness to God is my only good, 
that He alone is sufficient to satisfy what I need to live as I should. 
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Upon reckoning what is true – that I am secure and significant in Y’shua [Jesus] – I must 
approach my wife as a personally full husband willing to share the love shed abroad in my 
heart, needing nothing in return. When she reacts with loving respect, I feel great. When 
she reacts with something else like neglect or criticism or indifference, I will hurt – but I 
must hold on firmly to the truth that l am whole in Y’shua [Jesus], and therefore not 
threatened by my wife's response. The more that spouses react to each other on the basis 
of their perceived fullness in Y’shua [Jesus], the more their marriage will progress toward 
spirit oneness.

The Book of Proverbs instructs young men to avoid sexual pleasure with any available 
woman but to fully enjoy body contact with one's wife. By itself, sexual excitement is one 
thing … the physical union of two persons deeply in love with each other in a relationship 
of spirit and soul oneness is quite another.

Pleasure for the body and meaning for the person – body oneness – can be further 
defined as:
 

• Sexual pleasure between a couple who depends on the Lord to meet their needs 
and is committed to being used of God in meeting each other's needs;

• Sexual pleasure that grows out of a commitment to minister to one's  spouse in the 
physical realm by giving, maximum sexual pleasure;

• Sexual pleasure that provides a shared experience of sensual excitement and 
sexual satisfaction;

• Sexual pleasure that heightens each partner's awareness of their unbreakable 
bond.

Overcoming obstacles to body oneness …

If God intends that husbands and wives enjoy sex, why is it so often a source of argument, 
boredom, and disappointment rather than harmony, excitement, and fulfillment? One 
husband told me that he was impotent with his Christian wife and erotically alive with his 
pagan girlfriend. To him, Biblical morality was an invitation to a celibate life.

If the choice is  between “Fun Sex” or body oneness, most people – Christian or not – 
would likely opt for sexual pleasure with personal meaning. But for many, the alternatives 
seem to be “Fun Sex” [pleasure without meaning] or “No Oneness” [neither pleasure nor 
meaning]. Small wonder that professing Christians in increasing numbers are stepping 
across the line of morality, leaving behind a bad relationship and sexual frustration in 
search of something that at least feels good.

Our society needs no reminder that sexual pleasure is available. People do not need a 
Biblical relationship of marital oneness – or any sort of personal relationship – to enjoy 
“Fun Sex”. It is also clear, and discouraging to many Christian couples, that efforts to 
develop a personal relationship often seem to interfere with, rather than to enhance, 
sexual pleasure. When a couple engage in the hard work of opening up to each other 
while striving to work out their commitment to ministry, they open the door to conflicts, 
unhealed wounds, and unresolved tensions that sometimes act like water on sexual 
sparks.  Three overlapping kinds of problems have the potential to decrease sexual 
interest and interfere with the normal sexual pattern of arousal and orgasmic release. 
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These problems are:

1. Problems in the person – personal hang-ups or psychological inhibitions often 
traceable to past experiences [rape, incest, punishment for sexual curiosity, and so 
forth] of emotional pain that somehow involved sexuality.

2. Problems between partners – relational tensions stemming from communication 
problems, irritation and resentment, fear of rejection, guilt for past indiscretions, and 
so forth.

3. Problems with technique – inadequate knowledge of how to relate sexually to a 
partner in a way that promotes desire, arousal, and climax.

Of all these, the problems with technique are most readily corrected. The other two kinds 
of problems involve more stubborn personal difficulties and require greater insight and 
painful emotional work to overcome. 

This  is undoubtedly one reason why some people elect to travel the wide, smooth, short 
path to “Fun Sex” rather than the narrow, bumpy, longer road to body oneness.

Christians, of course, are not allowed this  option. We are commanded to do the hard work 
of building a relationship as  a foundation for the enjoyment of sex. “Fun Sex” is  less than 
God intends for us. He never endorses a counterfeit. And He supplies the resources for us 
to walk the narrow road that leads to body oneness. But what are these resources? Let's 
look at the means Y’shua [Jesus] provides for overcoming these three obstacles to body 
oneness.
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1. Problems in the person:

To my mind, all the problems that we label "emotional hang-ups" or "psychological 
disorders" are the symptoms of unmet personal needs. People who are afraid to trust 
anyone, to be open, to make decisions, or to relax rather than work, have never 
understood deeply enough the security and significance available in Messiah Y’shua 
[Jesus]. Beneath the appearance of psychological problems is  the reality of unmet needs 
for personal worth. 

These needs remain unmet because people find it difficult to take God at His word and act 
on the fact that in Messiah Y’shua [Jesus] they are both secure and significant.  Consider 
an example.

A little girl is molested by her father. This  confusing, painful experience may teach her that 
men are a source of hurt and must never be trusted. Perhaps she grows up believing that 
her security needs cannot be met and that it would be wise to protect herself from rejection 
by keeping some sort of distance between herself and men.

One day she marries. Her husband is  looking forward to their first night together. When he 
approaches her, something happens: she freezes  inside, she feels  nervous, tight. Her 
husband struggles to be patient but cannot conceal his disappointment and frustration. 
She feels terrible. She wonders  what is  wrong with her. Time doesn't help. As  the months 
pass, she withdraws from sexual involvement more and more, eager to avoid the 
emotional pain. Her husband tries a few lackluster seductions, then quits, and settles into 
a pattern of mechanical release whenever her guilt prompts her to “service” him.  When 
this  couple sits together in church, there is no warmth between them; a jointly held 
hymnbook is the extent of their oneness. Fulfilling, pleasurable sex seems like the 
impossible dream. The beginning of the tragedy is a problem in the person, in this case, 
the wife.

Notice the core of her problem.  She is controlled by fear based on the wrong belief that is 
she gives herself to her husband, and if he in any way mistreats her, she would then be 
face to face with the pain of insecurity.  Her problem must not be defined as the childhood 
molesting.  Certainly that was terrible, but the real damage lay in its effect on what she 
believes.  For years her life has been governed by the assumption that sexual closeness 
with a man contains a legitimate threat to her security as a woman.  

But assumptions are simply not true.  For the Christian, the basic need to be loved and to 
feel secure in a relationship is  fully met in Christ. Yet this woman has not acted on the 
basis of that truth. She is  still depending on her husband to provide her with security, but 
because of her, belief that closeness means more insecurity, she has away from him, 
making Body Oneness impossible.

The solution here is not to gain greater confidence that her husband will not hurt her, but to 
challenge her belief that sexual closeness poses a valid threat to her need for love. If her 
need for love is truly met by the God of Love, then rejection from her husband may be 
legitimately painful but not threatening. Her need for security remains fully met because of 
Y’shua’s [Jesus] Unchanging Faithfulness.
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Thus, problems in the person can be thought of as evidence of unmet personal needs, 
which remain unmet because of (1) a refusal to believe that in Y’shua [Jesus] we are 
already secure and significant, and (2) a fear-motivated unwillingness to act on this belief 
by doing whatever scares us the most.

2.Problems between the partners:

When people do not depend fully on the Lord to satisfy their essential needs, they 
necessarily turn to others. Their purpose becomes to arrange their worlds of people and 
things in a way that brings some sense of satisfaction. The goal manipulation – attempting 
to change whatever does not satisfy so that it will satisfy – is  set in motion. Husbands try to 
make their wives lose weight, stop nagging, be more cooperative sexually, and acquiesce 
to their opinions.  Wives work hard to get their husbands to play less  golf, help more with 
housework, be more romantic, spend more time with the children, and share feelings more 
openly.

Suppose your spouse refuses to be manipulated.  You cannot guarantee that your efforts 
to change the other will be effective. Perhaps, as often happens, pressure to change 
results in change – but change in a direction opposite of what is desired.  What then?

When a goal is  not reached, people experience anxiety, resentment, or guilt. If a 
husband's goal is  to gain his wife's respect for a certain decision he has made, and if she 
responds with bewildered disagreement – "You did what?" – he will likely feel angry and 
resentful.  His wife has blocked his goal.

Suppose a wife's  goal is to be treated gently and kindly. In the past, her husband has been 
known to make cutting comments about her in front of others. In a group, she is  nervous 
about what he might say. Because her manipulative goal is  precarious, she will feel 
anxious.

These troublesome emotions all tend to inhibit sexual arousal. It is  difficult to feel angry 
with your spouse and sensual at the same time.  If you are nervous around your partner, 
you will have trouble getting into the relaxed frame of mind vital to sexual interest.  
Similarly, a weight of guilt will block sexual excitement.

It is fair to say that interpersonal problems that inhibit enjoyable sex can be traced to 
manipulative goals. Communication difficulties, lack of time together, and failure to share 
openly can all be understood as the result of self-centered goals.  The accompanying 
resentment, anxiety, and guilt that block the growth of body oneness are a part of this  evil 
package of mutual manipulation. The remedy is change goals. 

• The goal of ministering cannot be blocked by your spouse. There is therefore no 
trigger for resentment toward your partner.

• The goal of ministry depends only on your willingness. The anxiety of wondering 
what your mate will do is eliminated. 

• The goal of representing the Lord to your spouse is  reachable, at least as a basic 
direction. Although everyone occasional fails, the resources of confession, 
forgiveness, repentance, and enabling are available to get back on the track and 
grow in consistency. There is no warrant for self-preoccupying guilt.
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To remove obstacles  to body oneness, people need to examine their moment-by-moment 
goals  as they interact with their mates, confess wrong goals  of manipulation, and set right 
goals  of ministry. And that is what it takes to develop soul oneness. Obviously, body 
oneness can only exist as an outgrowth of spirit and soul oneness. If you are having 
sexual problems, first examine how you are failing to develop spirit and soul oneness.

3. Problems with technique.

Some couples are trusting God to meet their personal needs and are committed to mutual 
ministry, but still do not have a good sexual relationship. Sometimes the problem involves 
an insufficient or incorrect knowledge of the art of lovemaking.

Ignorance of how to sexually arouse and satisfy one’s spouse brings no glory to the One 
who created sex in the first place.

It is surprising how many men simply do not know what arouses and satisfies a woman. 
They lack awareness that the clitoris  and not the vagina is her primary organ of sexual 
sensitivity, lack understanding of her need for warm and tender caresses, and lack 
appreciation for her desire for a romantic prelude rather than the "let's-go-do-it" approach.

On the other hand, many women fail to recognize the impact of visual stimuli such as 
provocative clothing. They do not understand the threat implied in their bored consent, 
mechanical servicing, or irritated turndowns. They may be ignorant of technical matters 
such as how to help a man delay his ejaculation.

Body oneness, the experience of sexual pleasure that expresses the personal oneness of 
spirit and soul, is part of God's Plan for total marital Oneness. 

A marriage that is  developing all three aspects of oneness – spirit, soul, and body – 
provides a couple with a living parable of the eternal union of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus] and 
His Bride, the Church.

The goal of marriage, then, is:

• Spirit oneness – trusting in Y’shua [Jesus] alone to meet your personal needs for 
security and significance.

• Soul oneness – ministering to your partner in a way that enhances an awareness of 
his or her worth in Y’shua [Jesus].

• Body oneness – enjoying sexual pleasure as an expression and outgrowth of a 
personal relationship.
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The honeymoon … at last!

Song of Solomon Chapter 4:
  
“1 HOW FAIR you are, my love [he said], how very fair! Your eyes behind your veil [remind 
me] of those of a dove; your hair [makes me think of the black, wavy fleece] of a flock of 
[the Arabian] goats which one sees trailing down Mount Gilead [beyond the Jordan on the 
frontiers of the desert].”

“2 Your teeth are like a flock of shorn ewes which have come up from the washing, of 
which all are in pairs, and none is missing among them.”

“3 Your lips are like a thread of scarlet, and your mouth is lovely. Your cheeks are like 
halves of a pomegranate behind your veil.”

“4 Your neck is like the tower of David, built for an arsenal, whereon hang a thousand 
bucklers, all of them shields of warriors.”

“5 Your two breasts are like two fawns, like twins of a gazelle that feed among the lilies.”

“6 Until the day breaks and the shadows flee away, [in my thoughts] I will get to the 
mountain of myrrh and the hill of frankincense [to him whom my soul adores].”

“7 [He exclaimed] O my love, how beautiful you are! There is no flaw in you!”

“8 Come away with me from Lebanon, my [promised] bride, come with me from Lebanon. 
Depart from the top of Amana, from the peak of Senir and Hermon, from the lions’ dens, 
from the mountains of the leopards.”

“9 You have ravished my heart and given me courage, my sister, my [promised] bride; you 
have ravished my heart and given me courage with one look from your eyes, with one 
jewel of your necklace.”

“10 How beautiful is  your love, my sister, my [promised] bride! How much better is your 
love than wine! And the fragrance of your ointments than all spices!”

“11 Your lips, O my [promised] bride, drop honey as the honeycomb; honey and milk are 
under your tongue. And the odor of your garments is like the odor of Lebanon.”

“12 A garden enclosed and barred is my sister, my [promised] bride—a spring shut up, a 
fountain sealed.”

“13 Your shoots are an orchard of pomegranates or a paradise with precious fruits, henna 
with spikenard plants,”

“14 Spikenard and saffron, calamus and cinnamon, with all trees  of frankincense, myrrh, 
and aloes, with all the chief spices.”
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“15 You are a fountain [springing up] in a garden, a well of living waters, and flowing 
streams from Lebanon.”

“16 [You have called me a garden, she said] Oh, I pray that the [cold] north wind and the 
[soft] south wind may blow upon my garden, that its spices may flow out [in abundance for 
you in whom my soul delights]. Let my beloved come into his garden and eat its choicest 
fruits.”

The aftermath …

Song of Solomon 5:1 “I HAVE come into my garden, my sister, my [promised] bride; I have 
gathered my myrrh with my balsam and spice [from your sweet words I have gathered the 
richest perfumes and spices]. I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk 
my wine with my milk. Eat, O friends [feast on, O revellers of the palace; you can never 
make my lover disloyal to me]! Drink, yes, drink abundantly of love, O precious one [for 
now I know you are mine, irrevocably mine! With his confident words  still thrilling her heart, 
through the lattice she saw her shepherd turn away and disappear into the night].”
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Part 6: End-Time Prophetic Purpose For 
Your Marriage

We have been working on a building block process.  During this time we have raised up a 
marriage altar.

These foundational principles  are on the inside of the circle of trust that forms the 
marriage.  This is sacred terrain and belongs only to the couple and God.

However the “purpose” of the marriage is  not only inward focused but more critically its 
End-Time Purpose is the outward reflection of God’s Attributes, Faithfulness, and 
Commitment into the world.

1. As a young couple.

Paul exhorts us to become mature, to walk in obedience to God’s Will and 
Commandments. He calls  on husband and wife to love, honor and submit to one another. 
Importantly we are to set a standard of set apart, royal priesthood, and a holy nation.
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1 Timothy 2:8–10 “8  I desire therefore that in every place men should pray, without anger 
or quarreling or resentment or doubt [in their minds], lifting up holy hands.  9  Also [I 
desire] that women should adorn themselves modestly and appropriately and sensibly in 
seemly apparel, not with [elaborate] hair arrangement or gold or pearls or expensive 
clothing,  10  But by doing good deeds (deeds in themselves good and for the good and 
advantage of those contacted by them), as befits women who profess reverential fear for 
and devotion to God.”

1 Timothy 3:8–13 “8  In like manner the deacons [must be] worthy of respect, not shifty 
and double-talkers but sincere in what they say, not given to much wine, not greedy for 
base gain [craving wealth and resorting to ignoble and dishonest methods of getting it].  9  
They must possess the mystic secret of the faith [Christian truth as hidden from ungodly 
men] with a clear conscience.  10  And let them also be tried and investigated and proved 
first; then, if they turn out to be above reproach, let them serve [as deacons].  11 [The] 
women likewise must be worthy of respect and serious, not gossipers, but temperate and 
self-controlled, [thoroughly] trustworthy in all things.  12  Let deacons be the husbands of 
but one wife, and let them manage [their] children and their own households well.  13  For 
those who perform well as deacons acquire a good standing for themselves and also gain 
much confidence and freedom and boldness in the faith which is [founded on and centers] 
in Christ Jesus.”

2.As a mature couple … leaders in the community.

We are called to add experience through age to our quality of maturity so that we can 
guide the younger generation.
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1 Timothy 3:1–7 “THE SAYING is true and irrefutable: If any man [eagerly] seeks the 
office of bishop (superintendent, overseer), he desires an excellent task (work).  2  Now a 
bishop (superintendent, overseer) must give no grounds for accusation but must be above 
reproach, the husband of one wife, circumspect and temperate and self-controlled; [he 
must be] sensible and well behaved and dignified and lead an orderly (disciplined) life; [he 
must be] hospitable [showing love for and being a friend to the believers, especially 
strangers or foreigners, and be] a capable and qualified teacher, 3  Not given to wine, not 
combative but gentle and considerate, not quarrelsome but forbearing and peaceable, and 
not a lover of money [insatiable for wealth and ready to obtain it by questionable means].  
4  He must rule his own household well, keeping his children under control, with true 
dignity, commanding their respect in every way and keeping them respectful.  5  For if a 
man does not know how to rule his own household, how is he to take care of the church of 
God?  6  He must not be a new convert, or he may [develop a beclouded and stupid state 
of mind] as the result of pride [be blinded by conceit, and] fall into the condemnation that 
the devil [once] did. [Isa. 14:12-14.]  7  Furthermore, he must have a good reputation and 
be well thought of by those outside [the church], lest he become involved in slander and 
incur reproach and fall into the devil’s trap.”

1 Timothy 1:5–9 “5  Whereas the object and purpose of our instruction and charge is love, 
which springs from a pure heart and a good (clear) conscience and sincere (unfeigned) 
faith.  6  But certain individuals have missed the mark on this very matter [and] have 
wandered away into vain arguments and discussions and purposeless talk.  7  They are 
ambitious to be doctors of the Law (teachers of the Mosaic ritual), but they have no 
understanding either of the words and terms they use or of the subjects about which they 
make [such] dogmatic assertions.  8  Now we recognize and know that the Law is good if 
anyone uses it lawfully [for the purpose for which it was designed], 9  Knowing and 
understanding this: that the Law is not enacted for the righteous (the upright and just, who 
are in right standing with God), but for the lawless and unruly, for the ungodly and sinful, 
for the irreverent and profane, for those who strike and beat and [even] murder fathers and 
strike and beat and [even] murder mothers, for manslayers.”

Our role is to be fathers and mothers to those who have never really been sons and 
daughters.

3. As a Living Stone in the Bride of Messiah Y’shua 
[Jesus].

Paul tells  us  in Ephesians 5:22–25 that Y’shua [Jesus] is the Bridegroom and we are the 
Bride of Messiah.  The Bride has a dress that is without a spot or wrinkle – this dress  is 
made up of each “Living Stone” that forms the Bride of Messiah. Your End-time purpose is 
to ensure that your marriage – ONE Living Stone – truly represents the calling …

• Of a special treasure,
• A royal priesthood and,
• A holy nation.
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End-Time unity.

We have alluded to the fact that the eternal covenant made at Mount Sinai determined that 
God would be the Senior Stronger Partner.

We need to grow from the place where we think of ourselves as ONE, that is two in the 
marriage to a place where husband and wife are always only ONE. We start off with a 
measure of common ground.

But the goal is to work towards a time when the area of common ground – that area where 
we will both make the same decisions – gets larger and larger.
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We will always have individual and unique interests, but these should never become a 
priority over the common area. Essentially we need to understand that although we are 
unique personalities that we never, as singles, live to the fullest possible potential.

In reality, we are two halves that become ONE. Just as  mankind was divided into two, we 
now work to unite back into the fullest of God’s Creation. It is really only here that the 
combination of gifts, talents, and “uniqueness” can ignite to reach the ultimate heights.

If you and your spouse are such a ONE, and you come in Covenantal Agreement with God 
as the Stronger Partner, we will always find that our course of action is blessed.

Retaking the Garden.

Mankind was given a mandate to “rule” the earth. Rulership, from a world system, means 
that some are “bosses” and the rest are laborers … or even slaves.

From God’s Perspective this Commandment had another meaning:

Genesis 2:15 “15  And the Lord God took  the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to 
tend and guard and keep it.”

We have already stated that we should not see ourselves as two individuals  in a union, but 
rather ONE Living Stone. If we achieve this we move away from the negative perceptions 
of each other, as well as the roles and work decisions that have been made.
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We are called to be “set apart”. Your marriage must therefore look, sound, feel, different to 
those in the world. We both therefore have to commit to the task of:

• Dressing the Garden and,
• Keeping the Garden.

The moment we have both of these two elements in action at the same time, we start to 
retake the Garden of Eden. 

What does it mean to “dress”?

Stong’s 5647: abad (712b); a prim. root; to work, serve:— become slaves(1), been slaves(1), 
bondage(2), burdened(2), cultivate(7), cultivated(2), cultivates(1), do(6), do the work(1), 
enslaved(3), given(1), holding in bondage(1), imposed(1), keep(2), labor(3), laborers (2), make 
servant(1), make slaves(2), manufacturers(1), observe(1), perform(9), performed(2), plowed(1), 
rendered(1), serve(141), served(52), serves(2), serving(5), slave(1), slaves(1), subject(1), till(1), 
tiller(1), tiller(1), tills(2), use as slaves(1), used(1), uses services(1), work(7), worked(2), 
workers(2), working(1), worship(7), worshipers(6).

“Abad” means:

• To work in any sense,
• To serve and become a servant,
• To be a worshipper.

To dress the garden of your marriage means that you will be 100% committed to serve as 
an act of worshipping God at the time, irrespective of the circumstances!

What does it mean to “keep”?

Strong’s 8104: shamar (1036b); a prim. root; to keep, watch, preserve:— attend(4), being 
careful(1), beware(8), bodyguard (1), careful(32), careful to keep(1), cares(1), charge(4), 
confine(1), confined(1), defending(1), did(1), diligently keep(1), doorkeeper(1), doorkeepers(4), 
gatekeepers(1), give heed(2), giving heed(1), guard(20), guarded(7), guards(4), guardsmen(1), have 
charge(1), heed to yourself and keep(1), heeds(1), hoarded(1), indignant(1), keep(156), keeper(8), 
keepers(2), keeping(10), keeps(19), kept(38), kept watch(2), maintained(1), mark(2), observe(30), 
observed(6), observes(1), observing(1), officers(2), pay attention(1), perform(3), performed(1), 
performing(2), preserve(5), preserved(3), preserves(6), protect(4), protects(1), regard(3), regards(2), 
remains(1), reserved(1), secured(1), sentries(1), spare(1), spies(1), take care(1), take heed(5), take 
note(1), take...heed(1), waiting(1), waits(1), watch(11), watched(1), watches(3), watching(3), 
watchman(4), watchmen(7).
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“Shamar” means:

• To build a fence or a hedge, as with thorns,
• To protect,
• To narrowly observe, and be a watchmen.

To keep the garden of your marriage means that you will always be alert to:

• Strategies from the kingdom of darkness.
• Attractions from the world system.
• The serpent – in whatever form he materializes – when he comes to ask … “did 

God say?”

We need to clarify.

Men, due to their physical strength and abilities, need to focus on:

• Providing,
• Protecting,
• And so forth.

Women, due to their strengths and abilities to nurture, need to focus on:

• Nurturing,
• Mothering,
• And so forth.
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What we speak of here is  the joint responsibility of both partners  who labor to present the 
union of ONE Living Stone, radiant and pure before the Lord. Often we find the symbolism 
of the Shepherd that looks after sheep. As a union of two like-minded people, we too are 
ONE shepherd …

• Looking after the integrity and purity of the marriage.
• Looking after the “harvest” of the union (sons and daughters).
• Looking after the “seed” ensuring that it still reflects the attributes of the Kingdom of 

God.

As ONE shepherd – both husband and wife – need to be equipped to handle every 
circumstance. How do we do this?  Every shepherd needs the following equipment:

1. We carry a staff.

The staff represents our ability/willingness to:

• Pull others out of trouble spots.
• Guide others along a path of righteousness.
• To be a beacon of direction in a fast changing world.
• Show compassion to those who are weaker.
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2. We carry a stick.

The stick is a stout piece of timber to be used to ward off any attack from dangerous 
animals. In the spiritual realm this is represented by:

• The unconditional love that I give to my spouse and children and the ever-open 
hands to welcome the lost back into the fold.

• The security that I make around the family by the manner in which each challenge 
is dealt with.

• The shalom [peace] that I bring as I make sure that others always see themselves 
as more important than “things”.

3. We carry a sling.

The sling was used to take up a position of battle and meant that oncoming “warfare” could 
be stopped in its tracks. In the spiritual realm of the marriage this is represented by:

• The manner in which I go about doing spiritual warfare on behalf of the family.
• The petitions  and intercession prayer sessions that are done in order to guide and 

defend the family.

4. We carry a pouch.

The shepherd uses the pouch to keep life-giving food or medicines and herbs in so that 
the sheep will always be strong. In the marriage this is represented by:

• How we wash each other with the Water of the Word.
• How we fast for specific needs.
• How we empower each other to reach for the realization of the dreams that God 

has given us.
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Part 7: Renewal Of Marriage Vows
There is  a wealth of richness and understanding regarding marriage – and particularly 
renewal of marriage vows – by studying a traditional Jewish wedding ceremony.  The 
following series of customs make up the basis of a Jewish wedding:

!e mikvah [pu"fication by immersion].

The custom is  that the bride will go to the pool of running water or baptismal bath where 
she will fully immerse herself. Until this day she has been under the covering of her father. 
When she rises out of the water she is manifesting in this physical act the spiritual 
declaration that she is  now free from her father’s covering and ready to move under the 
bridegroom’s covering.  This is  a declaration in her change of status – one of the transfer 
of authority, but also responsibility.  There is also a day of fasting for the couple, a personal 
“Day of Atonement”.  The mikvah usually takes place the day [or evening] before the 
wedding day …

!e big day … witnesses!

You are gathered here today as witnesses, not just guests. Guests come to enjoy the time 
without any commitment.  You have been called to witness this  marriage covenant 
between two people. The commitment has a consequence. Say for example five years 
after the wedding, you are told that the couple have problems, as a witness to their 
wedding, you have to take action – real action, not just prayer – but involvement.
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Entranc$ 

The groom enters with both parents and comes to stand before the chuppah. His father 
blesses him, and the groom moves under the chuppah.

The bride then enters with both parents. Her father and mother speak a blessing.  

Genesis 24:60 “60 And they blessed Rebekah and said to her, You are our sister; may 
you become the mother of thousands of ten thousands, and let your posterity possess the 
gate of their enemies (those who hate them).”

Just after the parents  have blessed the bride, she turns towards the chuppah. The 
bridegroom steps out from under the chuppah and lifts the veil to check if it’s  his bride. He 
makes sure that he is not getting the wrong sister like Jacob!
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!e ceremony.

The bride will give a tallit to her bridegroom.  The tallit has thirty-two strings.  In the 
Hebrew alphabet, the Hebrew word for “heart” also equals  thirty-two. The tallit represents 
protection against outside sexual temptation:

Numbers 15:39 “They shall be tassels for you, and you shall look at them and not be 
tempted after your hearts and after your eyes.”

So what the bride is saying is … “I will cover your heart.”

The chuppah – which can be made from a tallit – is the covering under which a couple 
stand for the marriage ceremony. This chuppah, which today is represented by a prayer 
shawl, reflects the Glory of God.

Isaiah 4:5 “5 And the Lord will create over the whole site, over every dwelling place of 
Mount Zion and over her assemblies, a cloud and smoke by day and the shining of a 
flaming fire by night; for over all the glory shall be a canopy (a defence of divine love and 
protection).“

Isaiah 43:7 “7 Even everyone who is called by My Name, whom I have created for My 
glory, whom I have formed, whom I have made.”
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Created for My Glory …

“Something out of nothing,
Creates this for His Pleasure,

Whom I have formed,
Something from something,

Who formed man,
Whom I have made,

Created in His Image … who made me?”

The chuppah is a declaration of the intent of the couple. Firstly, the chuppah has four 
poles. These are held up by four men of integrity and value. Four friends of the couple who 
have made the commitment to stand with and for them. Secondly, the chuppah represents 
their home. It has open sides all the way around – signifying that they are transparent, that 
their home is open for all, that they are humble and that their home is  open for God to 
come in and dwell.

Consecration of %eir lov$

The lightning of the three candles is to symbolize:

• Firstly, it indicates that we have the Light of Y’shua [Jesus] in our lives  and we are 
prepared to witness to that.

• Secondly, we also indicate to the congregation that two family bloodlines are joining 
to create ONE new bloodline.

• Thirdly, we show the world that we are not a separate couple on our own but that 
we are part of a family, a community.

Lighting of three candles is performed by:
 

• The bridegroom and his family light one candle,
• The bride and her family light another candle,
• And the final – middle – candle is lit by both the bridegroom and bride.
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!e proposal … sanctification.

Before the witnesses, the bridegroom will share a cup of the covenant with his bride as  he 
asks her to marry him, just as Y’shua [Jesus] did in Luke 22:20, where He answered on 
the promise of Jeremiah 31:31-34 and Hebrews 8:8-10. The bridegroom drinks and gives 
the cup to his  bride, and then to his whole family. The significance of the whole family is 
that the couple recognizes and honors  the family as a community. When the bride drinks of 
the cup, she shows that she has accepted the proposal.
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!e mar"a& ceremony.

Typically the “pastor” or rabbi will speak or perhaps give a sermon.  After this  the bride will 
encircle her bridegroom seven times.  This custom symbolizes:

• The seven days of creation,
• The home the couple will create together,
• The wall of protection the bride will create around her groom.

The bride will then put the ring on the forefinger of her right hand. She will show the 
witnesses.  This is a remembrance of Moses blessing to the people:

Deuteronomy 33:2-3 “2  He said, The Lord came from Sinai and beamed upon us from 
Seir; He flashed forth from Mount Paran, from among ten thousands of holy ones, a 
flaming fire, a law, at His right hand.  3  Yes, He loves [the tribes] His people; all those 
consecrated to Him are in Your hand. They followed in Your steps; they [accepted Your 
word and] received direction from You,”

The bridegroom will give something [typically a ring] of great value, just as Y’shua [Jesus] 
gave us great value.
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John 14:13 “13 And I will do [I Myself will grant] whatever you ask in My Name [as 
presenting all that I AM], so that the Father may be glorified and extolled in (through) the 
Son.”

Points to remember regarding the rings:

• The ring must belong to the groom.
• It changes status of the bride. It also gives  her authority, as in the same way as 

Pharaoh gave his ring to Joseph.
• It is  a milestone and memorial at all times – even the bad times – a symbol of 

remembrance.
• Has no beginning and no end, and therefore represents the couple’s faith.
• Represent the union – the creative force – to extend God’s Commandment.
• Space inside is holy – sanctified.

Blessing over the rings:

“These rings will be a sign of their love and commitment which they make today and may 
their marriage reflect God’s Message of the Bride of Messiah.”

Legal agreement.

The “pastor” or rabbi will ask the traditional questions – “do you take … ” The groom will 
take the veil off from his  bride, they will exchange rings, and then end the ceremony with a 
kiss.
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!e mar"a& contract … ' ketubah.

The ketubah – the written declaration of the groom’s  intention to protect and care for his 
bride – is read aloud in the presence of all the witnesses. The ketubah should be the 
words of the groom’s heart, and should be a “special” marriage document for the bride to 
keep and even frame.

Exodus 24:7 “7  Then he took the Book of the Covenant and read in the hearing of the 
people; and they said, All that the Lord has said we will do, and we will be obedient.”

This  is equivalent to Moses and the people who keep the Word of God, physically and 
spiritually.
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Example of a ketubah.

On this  day of great celebration and joy, on the ________ day of the week, the ________ 
day of the month of _____________ in the year __________, which corresponds to the 
Hebrew date of ______________, in the year _______, __________________, son of 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , a n d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , d a u g h t e r o f 
____________________, spoke the words and performed the rites  which united their lives 
and affirmed their love. 

Our lives, together, are nourished by the truth that genuine friendship is the source of 
vibrant and everlasting love. We promise to be honest and gentle, anticipating our 
milestones, celebrating our successes, honoring our uniqueness and striving to paint the 
future with confident strokes of kindness.  Our love, forever, will be an inspiration to family, 
friends and others who are, or will be in love. We are trust’s honored caretakers and we 
will delight in an elegant freedom borne from mutual respect. Our laughter, sparkling, is our 
song. God’s melody will fill our home and color our memories.  We will remember why we 
fell in love.  Our sacred covenant is valid and binding.

Bride’s signature:

Groom’s signature:

Witness signature:

Witness signature:

Seal on ' mar"a& and covenant.

As a seal on the covenant, the bride will share wine with her groom first, and then with her 
family.  This closes the circle of the community between all the families.
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!e send off!

Seven people of significance to the couple then speak words of blessing over the newly 
married couple.  This is to declare their purpose and destiny, and to proclaim blessings 
over the couple. These prayers are an example of the principle to be prayed. Each one of 
the seven friends or family members  who steps up to pray should speak from their heart 
and declare the Word.

1. Blessed are You, our God, King of the Universe, Who has  created everything for His 
Glory. I pray that ____________ and _____________ will be blessed with humility, 
gratitude and the Wisdom of God.

2. Blessed are You, our God, King of the Universe, Who created humankind, Who 
created _____________ and _____________ and Who blessed them with the Holy 
Spirit and the gift of creativity to meet their purpose and destiny.

3. Blessed are You, our God, King of the Universe, Who fashioned ______________ 
and ______________ in His Image and after His Own Likeness He created them 
and prepared for Him, out of His  Very Self, an Eternal Soul through Y’shua [Jesus], 
and yet remembered the uniqueness of each one of them.
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4. Blessed are You, our God, King of the Universe, Who brings intense joy and 
exultation to the mothers through the ingathering of their children. I pray that You 
will bless _________________ and _____________ with fertility. Blessed are You, 
our God, Who gladdens parents through their children.

5. Blessed are You, our God, King of the Universe, Who makes these beloved 
companions, _______________ and ________________, to greatly rejoice, as You 
gladden Your creatures  in the Garden of Eden.  Blessed are You, our God, Who 
gladdens the groom and bride, we pray that their love will hold and support them.

6. Blessed are You, our God, King of the Universe, Who created joy and gladness, 
groom and bride, mirth, happy songs, pleasure, delight, love, brotherhood, shalom 
[peace] and companionship. May _____________ and _____________ be blessed 
with these in abundance.  I pray that the voice of gladness and joy will soon be 
heard in every city and in Jerusalem when the voice of the Groom and Bride will 
proclaim your complete salvation through Y’shua [Jesus] the Messiah.

7. Blessed are You, our God, King of the Universe, Who created the fruit of the vine.  I 
pray that Your Hand of provision will be extended to them and that the fruit thereof 
will be blessed.

Rededication of your marriage …

1. Read to each other the ketubah you have written.
2. Make a prophetic declaration of God’s  Word. Bless each other from God’s Word … 

and make your End-Time declaration.
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At the marriage ceremony at Mount Sinai, God tells us:

• He has delivered us, taken us out of Egypt [the world], and has carried us out on 
eagle’s wings.

Exodus 19:4 “4  You have seen what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on 
eagles’ wings and brought you to Myself.”

God says “if we obey” – are committed to the covenantal marriage – then …

Exodus 19:5 “5  Now therefore, if you will obey My voice in truth and keep My covenant, 
then you shall be My own peculiar possession and treasure from among and above all 
peoples; for all the earth is Mine.”

We reply and say “I do”.

Exodus 19:8 “8  And all the people answered together, and said, All that the Lord has 
spoken we will do. And Moses reported the words of the people to the Lord.”

After this, God says …

“You will become … ”

Genesis 19:5-6 “ … 5  Now therefore, if you will obey My voice in truth and keep My 
covenant, then you shall be My own peculiar possession and treasure from among and 
above all peoples; for all the earth is Mine.  6  And you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests, 
a holy nation [consecrated, set apart to the worship of God]. These are the words you shall 
speak to the Israelites.”

We choose to declare God’s Words of End-Time Purpose.

You have rededicated your marriage today – you have made God the Senior Partner in 
this covenant.

You have declared “we will do and we will hear” – sh’ma – listen, understand, and 
implement.

God says:

1. You are a segullah, a particular treasure, a wealthy jewel.

Strong’s 5459: segullah (688c); from an unused word; possession, property:— possession(5), 
treasure(2), treasured possession(1).

We can say that you will be valuable diamond – a stone that has been formed in the heat 
of tribulations, but you are protected from the system of this world.

As ONE Living Stone [marriage], you will reflect this as you journey in step to God’s Song 
of Cycles, Seasons, and Feasts.
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2. You are a kingdom of priests.

Strong’s 4428: melek (572d); from an unused word; king:— King(253), king(1730), King’s(6), 
king’s(241), kingdom(1), Kings(41), kings(241), kings’(2), royal(5).

• You have dominion,
• You reign as kings,
• You are the principle officers.

We can say that your position of authority has been allocated, and your territory has been 
demarcated.

As ONE Living Stone [marriage], you will reflect this through the evidence that you sh’ma 
[hear, do, and keep] God’s Commandments and Directions.

3. You are a holy nation.

Strong’s 6918: qadosh (872c); from the same as 6944; sacred, holy:— consecrated(1), Holy(8), 
holy(50), Holy One(44), holy one(3), holy ones(6), one is holy(1), saints(2).

Strong’s 1471: goy (156c); from the same as 1458; nation, people:— every nation(2), 
Gentiles(1), Goiim(1), Harosheth-hagoyim (3), herds(1), nation(120), nations(425), people(4).

Qadosh [holy] Goy [nation]

Sacred, Foreign nation,
Saintly, Gentile,

Sanctuary Troop

We can say that even though you were previously a Gentile and foreigner to the covenant, 
that your holy lifestyle has turned your ONE Living Stone into a sacred sanctuary where 
God’s Presence can dwell.

As ONE Living Stone [marriage], you will reflect this as you show God’s Light of love, 
faithfulness, and shalom [peace] as a reflection to all of the pagan nations around you.

In sealing this rededication, we encourage you as  a couple to partake of communion.  And 
then …

Dance!  Celebrate with joy!

Rejoice as ONE before the LORD!
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Mazel tov!
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